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Warfighting Lessons in an Era of Limited Wars, Limited Resources, and Limited Air Power
Drawing Lessons Without Hard Data

• The Pentagon and British Ministry of Defense have provided limited statistics and details on the course of the war to date, and the Taliban and Al Qaeda have provided nothing but systematic misinformation.

• There is limited data on the numbers of forces involved, sorties flown, and weapons used. Most of the manpower estimates available for land battles count the total US and British forces in the area of engagement, rather than those actually engaged in fighting. Estimates of Al Qaeda, Taliban, and friendly Afghan forces – and their weapons strength – are little more than guess work.

• The data released so far on Afghan casualties, collateral damage, weapons accuracy, and battle damage assessment is vague or self-serving to the point of being worthless.

• Study teams, like the US Department of Defense’s Defense Science Board and the 35-person Joint Task Force Enduring Look, are just beginning to make a systematic effort to gather the data needed to draw detailed lessons from this conflict.

• There are useful data on the number and type of aircraft flown and air munitions, and these data do have special meaning in this war. At least in its initial phases through the destruction of the Taliban regime, air power played a critical role in each battle, in making the advances of anti-Taliban Afghan factions possible, in destroying enemy infrastructure and facilities, and in allowing a relatively small number of special operations soldiers to successfully target Taliban and Al Qaeda forces in the field.

• Since that time, the near total level of US fixed-wing air supremacy over the battlefield, coupled to the use of US attack helicopters and heliborne air mobility, has made it almost impossible for significant Taliban and Al Qaeda forces to concentrate and survive.
Conflicting Strategies that Lessons Must Be Applied To

- Threat-based
- Capabilities-based
- Resource-constrained
- Power-projection
- National-priorities
- High-Low Force Mix Within and Between Nations
- Lead Technology
- Upgrade
- “Revolution in Military Affairs/Force Transformation
- Asymmetric Warfare
- Defense Industry
- Interoperability/Coalition Warfare
- Jointness
- Medium to Long Term Emergence of Peer Air Threats
No Warfighting Lesson Matters without Effective Resource Management

• Key lessons about war are pointless without effective planning, programming, and budgeting.
  o Money comes first in the post-Cold War world.
  o Capabilities-based planning, without urgent threats, tends to lose budget battles.

• Most Western Air Forces are Their Own Greatest Enemy:
  o They cannot estimate costs accurately or control them.
  o They lose key budget battles with unaffordable force plans.
  o They allow defense industry to compound the problem.
  o They go for leading edge systems they cannot afford.

• Unaffordability leads to steady force cuts, marginal force plans, and repeated major program cancellations.

• Lack of effective interoperability and jointness compound the resource problem. Even when air forces win on a nation-only and service-only basis, they tend to lose in the medium and long-term.

• Defense industry tends to be at least as much of an enemy as an ally: Not only compounds cost problem, but pushes grandiose or high cost projects, ties in national resource problems to ill-judged international projects and consortia.

• Vague talk about NATO and EU rapid reaction forces may do as much harm in terms of net force goals and resource flows as good.
Consistent Evolution in Previous Wars

- Value of Jointness
- Range-Payload
- Precision Strike
- Advances in ISR and C4I/BM
  - “Closing the loop” in intelligence, targeting, sortie allocation, battle damage assessment, and sortie reallocation.
- Technology of Survivability vs. Counterair
- Night-All Weather Warfare Capability
Consistent Problems in Previous Wars

- Battle Damage Assessment.
- Strategic Doctrine and Targeting
- Characterizing Targets: Measuring the Effects of Air Strikes
- Deception, Decoys, and Camouflage
- Dispersal
- Hard Targets
- Civilian Casualties and Collateral Damage
- Targeting CBRN forces, facilities, and weapons
Major Lessons Directly Related to Afghanistan

• Too limited and unique a conflict for major lessons in many areas.

• Did get convincing proof of principle in some key areas:
  
  o GPS-guided precision weapons: Bombs and cruise missiles.

  o Value of many new ISR assets.

  o Proof of principle in Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicles (UCAVs)

  o Tests of communications-data bandwidth.

  o Value of near real time air combat management, in flight retargeting.

  o Role of new communications, GPS, lasers in allowing Special Forces, rangers, etc. to redefine the role of “Forward Air Controller.”

  o Value of near real time cycles of intelligence and National Technical Means at field combat to national command authority level.
Setting The Stage: A Unique War
The Unique Conditions of the Conflict

- Very small enemy force with virtually no airpower or surface-to-air missile defenses.
- Enemy had virtually no electronic warfare and ISR assets, limited to wheeled ground mobility.
- Largely infantry target base with limited fixed facilities of military value.
- No strategic target base in normal sense of term: Leadership highly mobile, no military facility of great value.
- Significant internal allies to handle ground fighting.
- Small cadres of US ground forces managing targeting, liaison with friendly ground forces, and bribery could achieve decisive firepower advantage while outbidding Taliban and Al Qaida.
- Dispersal, low target density and visibility, low value of most individual targets key challenges.
- Sharp constraints on civilian casualties and collateral damage.
- Significant hard target problems with caves.
- Major power projection problems in terms of initial basing, range, and refueling.
- Serious endurance problems in most tactical situations.
- Monopoly of Intelligence and Strategic Reconnaissance (ISR) Assets aided by generally localized enemy operations, but major strain on area coverage.
- Chronic Identification of Friend or Foe (IFF) problems in terms of own forces, Afghan allies, civilians, and other allies.
- Battle Damage Assessment (BDA) made extremely difficult because of caves, uncertain value and character of most fixed facilities, large numbers of dead or abandoned vehicles, failure of BDA to cope with infantry losses and human casualties.
The Challenge Posed by the Taliban and Al Qaida

The challenge for the US and Britain greatly increased by distance, a lack of prewar forward bases, major regional political sensitivities, Afghanistan and the surrounding region’s geography, and by dealing with a dispersed enemy located in a country the size of Texas.

At the same time, the challenge was reduced by a number of factors whose importance became steadily more apparent during the course of the war:

- The Taliban government was deeply unpopular, if not hated.
- An organized and armed opposition, with extensive combat experience by Afghan standards, still existed in the country.
- The air defenses available to the Taliban and Al Qaeda were so limited that the Afghan air force virtually did not exist.
- The Taliban and Al Qaeda were sometimes credited as having up to 125,000 men, but less than 25,000 were serious fighters, and their training was largely in light arms, artillery, and light infantry combat. It had no real beyond line of sight target capabilities, no meaningful night vision capability, and no armored or mechanized units larger than battalion size. The largest operational element seems to have had less than 70 tanks.
- The Taliban had arisen as a largely urban movement, and had little real experience in guerrilla warfare.
- While the Taliban and Al Qaeda had comparatively few fixed assets and facilities, the ones it did have were critical to its ability to coordinate, reinforce, and support combat operations. It was heavily dependent on trucks and a small number of transport aircraft for mobility and sustainment.
- Exposed terrain, road-limited reinforcement and re-supply, the inability to shelter among the population in many areas, and the need to concentrate armor and artillery for the defense of key cities and to fight major opposition elements, meant that a great deal of the key armor, artillery, land vehicle, and communications assets of the Taliban and Al Qaeda could be targeted day and night.
- The Taliban and Al Qaeda could not disperse or retreat without exposing their forces, and both US and opposition forces could kill them from a distance.
- The almost “mercantile” character of intra-Afghan fighting, and the fact that the Taliban depended heavily on elements whose loyalty was opportunistic at best.
• Al Qaeda seems to have had great skill in making itself hated throughout the country.
A Different Set of Force Multipliers

- The US was not forced to rush in massive amounts of land based aircraft or build-up massive combat air bases in Central Asia and Pakistan. Instead, an average of 60-70 sorties of carrier-based aircraft, and of six to eight bomber sorties per day, could operate in a permissive environment where they could target at leisure, minimize collateral damage, and achieve considerable lethality and psychological impact against the Taliban and Al Qaeda’s comparatively limited number of heavy weapons, fixed facilities, and major depots and communication assets.

- Factional competition and warlordism created a number of problems for the US in terms of false information, competition between factions, and targeting problems. At the same time, it made it impossible for the Taliban to concentrate on the US threat, to concentrate on controlling any one geographic or ethnic area, and to know which group(s) it could trust.

- The competition between factions and warlords also often made them very aggressive in attempting to split the Taliban in given areas, and in rushing into areas in an attempt to seize power, weapons, etc.

- The inability of US and British forces to rapidly deploy and sustain large numbers of combat troops was turned into an “advantage.” US and British advisors and Special Forces could use local forces as force multipliers, allowing them to also be the primary combat force seen by Afghans. This avoided making British and US forces seem to be invaders, equivalent to the Soviet forces of the past.

- All of these factors combined to sharply lower the intensity of the fight on the ground while the Taliban and Al Qaeda still had significant, organized military strength.

- The US and Britain were later able to introduce significant ground forces into the theater under conditions in which the Taliban and Al Qaeda had already been largely defeated, and a combination of airpower, vertical envelopment, and mobile light forces could be rapidly deployed against any remaining Taliban and Al Qaeda fighters.

- The terrain advantage that the Taliban and Al Qaeda might have gained through the use of caves and shelters in mountainous areas gave Al Qaeda forces some advantages in the fighting at Tora Bora. At the same time, any use of such fixed defenses became something of a prison or trap.

- The Taliban and Al Qaeda had no helicopter and mechanized mobility of their own, lacked the air defenses to prevent vertical envelopment, lacked the sensors to extend their situational awareness beyond visual range and at night, could only shelter in caves by losing significant tactical capability, and could only exfiltrate by dispersing and abandoning their supplies and heavy weapons.
• Al Qaeda had attempted to acquire chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear (CBRN) weapons, but did not have such weapons in any form, much less in the kind of strength that might have affected or deterred US, British, and allied operations.

• While Al Qaeda and Taliban elements could disperse after their defeats in Kabul and Kandahar, and the Al Qaeda defeat at Tora Bora, this dispersal had to be so great that they lacked the ability to sustain more than minor harassment operations.

The Unique Impact of Intangibles

• The sheer success and sheer brutality of the attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon gave the US a major psychological and political edge. The Bush Administration used this political and psychological momentum successfully. It did so without escalating the country too far by attacking Iraq, and without allowing the war to become anti-Islamic. Britain, Europe, and NATO did the same. This mixture of a clear cause for military action, and a high initial degree of Western unity provided intangible political and diplomatic benefits that were less available even in “popular” military action in Bosnia or Kosovo.

• The Taliban and Al Qaeda were truly unpopular, in most regions of Afghanistan.

• Al Qaeda and the Taliban had important fracture lines. The Taliban seems to have been dragged into the war by the Mullah Omar’s allegiance to Osama bin Laden. Many other senior Taliban officials do not seem to have wanted to get involved, and the divided nature of the Taliban made it easy for them to defect or simply disperse.

• While the Taliban did score some initial propaganda successes in the Arab and Islamic worlds, this sympathy was negligible in comparison to the sympathy given Muslims in Bosnia and Kosovo, and in comparison to the sympathy given the Afghan opposition during the Soviet invasion.”

• With relatively few exceptions, Arab and Islamic support for the Taliban and Al Qaeda remained at the media and armchair level.

• The Afghan factions fighting against the Taliban initially proved to be unusually intelligent in their opportunism, and did not turn on each other in combat or mid-victory as in the past.

• The Taliban and Al Qaeda military forces proved to be even more poorly organized than the US and Britain estimated at the start of the conflict. They were slow to adapt and innovate and slow to react to their acute vulnerability to air power at a time when they still controlled much of the country and had much of their land force still intact.

• The psychological impact of bombing and air power is always hard to predict. Perhaps because of the overall lack of air defenses and the resulting tactical helplessness of the Taliban and Al Qaeda, it seems to have had a major impact on their willingness to hold on to positions and fight.
• Not only did the terrain and limited infrastructure restrict the Taliban and Al Qaeda options, but it also helped “channel” US ISR efforts. There were only a few built up areas to monitor, few roads, and few points of contact between the Taliban, Al Qaeda, and the Northern Alliance. This permitted optimum use of ISR platforms.

• Ethnic divisions, the limited number of Taliban and Al Qaeda forces, and their reliance on cities made it impossible for them to hold out long enough to exploit the Afghan winter.

• Although the Taliban and Al Qaeda attempted to shelter in urban areas and use the population as cover, they were still forced to locate in compounds and in targetable areas where collateral damage could be limited.
The Impact of Third Country Decisions

- The leadership of Pakistan responded quickly and favorably to US initiatives and was able to exercise good control over Pakistani Islamic extremists.

- The Central Asian states were willing to support US and British operations.

- Europe, Japan, and other Allies Volunteered More Help than the US could quickly utilize.

- Russia and China proved to be highly supportive, and Russia allowed the US comparative freedom of action in Central Asia.

- Iran tolerated or tacitly supported the US and British operation.

- The Gulf States, including Saudi Arabia, provided bases and facilities.
Total Forces Engaged: June 2002

- The Defense Department stated in June 2002, that the US had a total Central Command force of 55,000, with 7,500 in Afghanistan, 1,000 in Pakistan, 1,000 in Kyrgyzstan, 1,700 in Uzbekistan, and 13,000 afloat.

- In addition, the US had 5,100 personnel in Saudi Arabia, 3,900 in Qatar, 3,500 in Oman, 4,500 in Bahrain, 850 in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), and 64 in Yemen.

- The US had a total of 570 aircraft for the entire CENTCOM area, including the Afghan conflict, which includes 195 fixed-wing shooters, 40 attack helicopters, 125 support helicopters, 110 fixed wing cargo aircraft, 40 ISR aircraft, 60 tankers, and 90 allied coalition aircraft.
Cost Estimates for the War During the Peak of the Fighting

- Estimates of the cost of the war to the US alone for Operation Enduring Freedom were $3 billion in early December and $3.8 billion as of January 8, 2002.

- The total cost including mobilizing reserves, deploying US forces to the theater, and flying air defense missions in the US homeland was $6.4 billion.

- The direct costs of the war in Afghanistan included $1.94 billion to deploy and sustain US forces, including three US aircraft carrier battle groups.

- It also included some $1.57 billion to pay for the reserve and National Guard personnel mobilized through January 8, plus:
  - $969 million on agency support; $372 million for munitions, including some 4,600 Joint Direct Attack Munition bombs and at least 95 Tomahawk cruise missiles;
  - $383 million to replace lost equipment; $103 million to fly C-17 humanitarian relief missions; and
  - $45 million for flights carrying equipment and supplies for combat operations.

- Homeland Defense expenditures included $1.5 billion in pay for 63,567 reserve and National Guard personnel,
  - $432 million for National Guard combat air patrols over the US from 26 air bases on fifteen-minute alert,
  - $362 million for Guard and reserve lodging and travel, and
  - $252 million for the health care costs associated with mobilization.

- These totals do not cover expenditures since January 8, and compare with roughly $1.7 billion as the US share of the war in Kosovo.
Professionalism and Readiness: The Lesson that Underpins All Others
Military Professionalism and Readiness

- The US and British forces involved could not have been nearly as successful if they had not been highly professional forces with very high levels of training, readiness, and sustainability.

- They were able to rapidly project power half way around the world and sustain a broadly coordinated set of air-land operations against foes in a rugged, landlocked country with severe topographic and weather conditions. The area in which most US forces operated includes Afghanistan, some of its neighbors who cooperated with OEF by allowing the US basing and/or overflight rights, and a portion of the Indian Ocean, and is roughly six times the size of Texas.

- The ground forces involved could not have functioned as they did without highly specialized training and expertise in special operations, mountain warfare, and highly mobile combat. The intelligence officers engaged could not have been as successful if the cadres involved did not have the language and area skills necessary to sustain coalition warfare.

- The US Air Force, Marine Corps, and Navy air units that dominated the fighting had an amazing safety record. They demonstrated an ability to operate in spite of much longer missions than are normal -- US carrier missions averaged more than twice the length of normal peacetime training and past combat missions.

- Additionally, they demonstrated equal skill in executing parts of the support effort provided by refueling; intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR); and support aircraft. While some fixed-wing and helicopter crashes did occur, and some were the product of high pilot workloads and fatigue, the overall performance was excellent in spite of long missions, frequent refuelings, poor weather, and difficult mountain flying conditions.

- In practice, the same result could probably not have been achieved with something approaching Gulf War levels of technology, but could not possibly have been achieved without the Gulf War’s extremely high level of professionalism, tactical flexibility and innovation, and use of force elements with high sustainability and readiness.
The Size of the Air War and Forces Engaged
Data on Aircraft and Munitions Use

- Total number of bombs dropped: 24,000 (13,000, or approx. 54%, of which have been precision-guided)

- Total number of sorties flown: 55,150
  - Total fighter sorties: 2,700 (approx. 5% of all sorties)
  - Total bomber sorties: 1,725 (approx. 3% of all sorties)
  - Total tanker sorties: 13,625 (approx. 25% of all sorties)
  - Total cargo sorties: 28,300 (approx. 51% of all sorties)
  - Total other sorties: 8,800 (approx. 16% of all sorties)

- Total number of personnel transported: 217,070

- Total freight: 299,365 pounds

The data and statistics on the first year of the air effort in Afghanistan were obtained or derived from the “Year in Review: War Against Terrorism: Combat Statistics” fact sheet on the Department of Defense’s Defend America website. That fact sheet does not clearly state, however, whether the sortie and munitions counts include coalition assets or only US assets.
Department of Defense Data on Aircraft Sorties: October 3-
December 17, 2001

- The United States Air Force (USAF) had flown more than 7,100 sorties, or roughly 45-46% of all sorties flown. The US Navy (USN) had flown roughly the same number and percentage. Other nations had flown roughly 1,420 sorties, or 8-10% of the total.

- The USAF flew bomber attack missions, AC-130 gunship missions, and a limited number of F-16 and F-15E missions, while the USN flew carrier-based F-18 and F-14 strike fighter missions.

- The Air Force’s F-16s functioned with much greater fuel efficiency than did its F-15s. An F-16 would use less than 50% of the fuel used by an F-15 in performing the same mission. Because the demand for mid-air refueling assets exceeded the supply that was available in the Afghanistan theater, the employment of F-16s functioned as a force multiplier. The F-16 does, however, have a significantly lower payload capacity than the F-15E.

- The USAF and USN have dropped a total of roughly 8,500 tons of munitions, or a total of 12,000 weapons, with the USAF dropping 6,500 tons or 75% (4,600 tons or 72% of which were precision-guided) and the USN dropping 2,100 tons or 25%.

- The 7,100 sorties of the USAF included 450 ISR (intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance) sorties (6%), 3,500 refueling or tanker sorties (49%), and 3,150 bomber and transport flights (44%).
Combined Air Operations Center (CAOC) Data for October 7 and December 23

• The US flew roughly 6,500 strike missions and dropped about 17,500 munitions on more than 120 fixed complexes and more than 400 vehicles and artillery weapons.

• Roughly 57% of the weapons dropped during the key period of October 7 to December 23, 2001 were smart weapons.

• The US Navy flew 4,900 of the 6,500 strike sorties flown, but delivered less than 30% of the ordnance.

• The US Air Force flew only 25% of the strike sorties flown, but delivered more the 70% of the ordnance that was used.
### Aircraft Sorties Flown and Munitions Used as of December 1, 2001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Strike Sorties Flown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F-14</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F/A-18</td>
<td>3700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-15E</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-16</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC-130</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-1</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-52</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>6546</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Munition</th>
<th>Air Force</th>
<th>Navy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBU-87</td>
<td>164</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBU-103</td>
<td>573</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBU-10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBU-12</td>
<td>977</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBU-24</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBU-28</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBU-31v1 (JDAM frag)</td>
<td>4083</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBU-31v3 (JDAM pen)</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBU-37 JDAM</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mk-82</td>
<td>6344</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mk-83</td>
<td></td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mk-84</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>3963 (almost all LGB or JDAM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLU-82</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBI-15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBU-16</td>
<td></td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLAM</td>
<td></td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGM-65-G</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGM-130</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGM-142</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: E-mail, data attributed to William M. Arkin.
Comparisons of the Afghan Air Effort with the Gulf War and Air Campaign in Bosnia/Kosovo

- Key factors like sortie rates are highly contingency dependent, that the target mix differed strikingly in each case, and no quantifiable data are available on trends in terms of the effectiveness of given munitions and aircraft.

- Unfortunately, the other data that have emerged on aircraft and munitions effectiveness are extremely impressionistic and uncertain.
## US Airpower in Recent Regional Conflicts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Desert Storm</th>
<th>Serbia/ Kosovo</th>
<th>Afghanistan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area of Operations in Square Miles</td>
<td>176,000</td>
<td>39,500</td>
<td>250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of War in Days</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Sorties During Period Reported</td>
<td>118,700</td>
<td>37,500-38,000</td>
<td>29,000-38,000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Total Sorties Flown by US*</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offensive Strike Sorties</td>
<td>41,300</td>
<td>10,808-14,006</td>
<td>17,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorties per Day</td>
<td>2,800</td>
<td>200, climbing</td>
<td>25, climbing to 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Bombs Delivered*</td>
<td>265,000</td>
<td>23,000</td>
<td>22,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision-Guided Bombs Delivered*</td>
<td>20,450</td>
<td>8,050</td>
<td>12,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Total Munitions that are Precision-Guided</td>
<td>7-8%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Precision-Guided Weapons Delivered by US</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat Losses</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Data based on Michael O’Hanlon and an estimate of 38,000 total sorties flown

Note: Significant definitional problems exist in making such counts and historical sources differ. This count is based on the work of Thomas Keaney at Johns Hopkins University and on an article authored by Michael E. O’Hanlon entitled “A Flawed Masterpiece” ([Foreign Affairs](https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/2002-03-01/a-flawed-masterpiece), Vol. 81, No. 3, March/April 2002, p. 52). O’Hanlon evidently reports on a longer period than Keaney does.
The Limitations of the Afghan Conflict and Lessons for “Iraq”

- Iraq is a far better organized, and stronger tyranny. It is also a power with modern internal security services and 2,200 tanks, nearly 400 aircraft, and heavy armored forces capable of serious war fighting.

- It retains an active air force and, more importantly, has rebuilt much of its land-based air defense net and has large numbers of surface-to-air missiles, radars, underground command centers, and redundant optical fiber command and control communications.

- It has at least some chemical and biological weapons, and probably some surviving Scuds and extended range Scuds.

- Afghanistan is not Iraq, and that the military lessons of Afghanistan may at best have only limited applicability.

- At the same time, the fighting in Afghanistan provides a warning about the dangers of putting too much emphasis on force strengths, military history, and the outcome of military analysis, and ignoring the fact that “intangibles” can suddenly and unexpectedly change the outcome of wars.

- The size of Taliban and Al Qaeda forces -- and the performance of Afghan forces in their struggle with the forces of the former Soviet Union -- proved to be a poor measure of actual Taliban and Al Qaeda war fighting capability and endurance.

- It was not possible to predict how long Serbian forces would hold out in Kosovo, or to tie estimates of battle damage either to confirmed kills or to Serbian political behavior.

- Similarly, the force ratios at the start of the Gulf War gave a greatly exaggerated picture of Iraqi military strength. So did Iraq’s performance in the final battles of the Iran-Iraq War.

- The US and British military experience in Afghanistan do show that factors like political and military leadership, morale, adaptability, and other intangibles could again lead to a far more rapid Iraqi collapse than force numbers would suggest.

- “Intangibles” can work in two directions. They can also favor opponents. For example, Iraqi nationalism, and hostility to the US because of the Gulf War and sanctions, could work to harden Iraqi resolve, and produce much stiffer resistance than during the defense of Kuwait. Events like the catalytic collapse of the Taliban and Al Qaeda were always possible, but were not probable or certain.

- The Afghan fighting has shown that US air and missile power, intelligence assets, and targeting capabilities have become far more advanced than at the time of the Gulf War. They have not shown, however, that the US can count upon their shock effect to weaken Iraq in the same way as they did the Taliban and Al Qaeda forces.
The Reemergence of the Bomber and the Limited Role of Cruise Missiles
The Reemergence of the Bomber?  

- Ten B-52s and eight B-1s were deployed at Diego Garcia - approximately 2,500 miles from Afghanistan.

- Air war commanders could rely on having approximately four B-1 sorties and five B-52 sorties each day.  

- Comparisons of fighters to bombers may not be “fair” in terms of airframe-to-airframe comparisons, but the issue is mission capability and not aircraft type.

- The fact remains that “antique” B-52s and B-1s based in Diego Garcia flew 10% of the strike missions, but delivered 11,500 of the 17,500 weapons dropped – 65% of all weapons dropped and 89% of all weapons dropped by the USAF.

- During the first three weeks of OEF, one-fifth of the combat sorties were flown by bomber aircraft, but bombers delivered over three-fourths of the ordnance (considered by weight).

- Those figures can be attributed to the facts that as bombers they possess a large payload capacity and have the ability to loiter for long periods of time in the skies over and near combat zones and when fitted with highly accurate GPS-guided JDAM bombs, the B-1s and B-52s were able to efficiently provide close air support.

- Air Force Chief of Staff, General John Jumper, has described the effective use of bomber aircraft in this close air support role as being transformational.

- Ten B-52s delivered most of the ordinance. The majority of the bombs delivered by B-52s, however, consisted of unguided bombs. The typical bomb load for the B-52 included twelve 2,000-pound JDAMs and 27 Mk 82 unguided bombs.

- BUT, NEGLIGIBLE AIR DEFENSES, STRATEGIC BOMBING NOT NEEDED. AND “EFFECTS-BASED” CONCEPTS NOT TESTED.
The Role of the B-1

• The B-1 functioned efficiently during the air campaign: B-1s flew only 4% of the combat sorties, however, they dropped approximately 2,800 JDAM bombs. That is more JDAMs than those dropped by all other aircraft combined.

• In addition to being the only US bomber that can fly at supersonic speeds, the B-1 possesses the greatest ordinance payload capacity of any bomber in the US fleet. For instance, the B-1 is capable of carrying a payload of 24,910kg JDAMs, whereas the B-2 can carry 16 and B-52 can carry 12. The typical armament for the B-1 was 24 2,000-pound JDAM bombs.

• In one case, four B-1s delivered 96 JDAM bombs in a twenty-minute period. Some reports claim that the B-1’s penetration capabilities were sometimes useful. Other sources indicate that the B-1 has overcome its long-standing problems in electronic warfare upgrades.

• As of June 2002, the B-1 had performed in OEF with a mission capable rate of near 90% and a weapons release rate of 95%. No B-1s (or B-52s, or B-2s) were lost in combat, however, one of the eight B-1s deployed in the Afghan theater crashed into the sea in December, 2001. In that incident, all crewmembers were able to successfully eject from the plane and avoided serious injury. The cause of the accident has not been determined.

• It was the only Class A (serious) accident involving a B-1 in the last four years. Over the course of their service lifetime, B-1s have had, on average, 1.63 planes lost per 100,000 flying hours.

• That loss rate is higher than that of the B-52, which has a loss rate of 1.01, however, that is not surprising considering the fact that the primary purpose of the B-1 is to be prepared to fly high speed, low altitude missions.
The Role of the B-2

- B-2s flew a total of twelve sorties. On the opening days of OEF, B-2s operating out of CONUS flew 70-hour missions that Col. Douglas Raaberg of the 509th Bomb Wing has described as “kicking down the door to all targets.”

- The limited use of the B-2 can be attributed to the fact that Taliban and Al Qaeda air defenses were too unsophisticated to require extensive use of the extremely long-range stealth aircraft.

- At the outset of OEF, the B-2s were 55\% mission-capable, which is close to the Air Force’s goal of 60\%. By November (2001), that statistic had decreased to 49\%. In the following June (2002), the mission capable rate was 42\%.

- The B-2 has had a history of difficulty in maintaining the desired mission capable rate that is largely attributable to difficulties faced in maintaining the B-2’s stealthy characteristics. Were it not for that problem, the plane would have an approximately 80\% mission capable rate.

- Some people argue that the B-2’s global strike capability warrants the production of more aircraft (and Northrop has offered to sell 40 more at a price of $40 billion).

- Other sources point out, however, that each aircraft would still cost more than $730 million, that the availability of aircraft already in the inventory was only 31\% in 2001 and 37\% in 2000, and they would also note that in March 2002 cracks were discovered in the rear section of sixteen of the Air Force’s 21 B-2s.

- Can attack up to 16 targets with 2,000-lb JDAMs in a single sortie, up to 80 with 500-lb developmental weapons

- The time window of survivability in terms of advanced radars and passive detection is an issue.

- Basing and forward maintenance remain issues.
• The failure to develop a convincing strategic bombing doctrine and translate “effects-based” thinking into real world capabilities are also issues.
Cruise Missiles

- The US has not released the full details of its use of cruise missiles.
- The US and Britain do seem to have fired more than 50 during the early days of the war.
- The US did not draw down heavily on its stockpile because Afghanistan had comparatively few valuable fixed targets and no effective air defenses after the first few waves of US strikes.
- US experts indicate that the cruise missiles with GPS proved to be far more reliable and accurate than the earlier design that relied on radar mapping and terrain features during the Gulf War. Operational accuracies within ten meters seem to have been common.
- GPS also allowed the cruise missiles to home in without having to follow predictable mapping corridors when restriking targets.
- During the Gulf War, many cruise missiles had to fly virtually the same, predictable route in striking targets like Baghdad.
Cheap Cruise Missiles and Naval Strike Power

• While no precise unclassified data are yet available, it seem clear that GPS-guided cruise missiles were far more reliable and accurate than the TERCOM-radar mapping versions used in the Gulf War,

• They were also much easier and more flexible to target, and had much less predictable flight paths.

• At the same time, the Afghan War again raises questions about the sheer cost of the cruise missile, and the best way to arm the kind of “arsenal ship” represented by the DDX.

• It is one of the ironies of the cruise missile that that the Navy needs more and more long-range strike assets, but that only a relatively few targets merit strike systems that cost nearly $1 million a round.

• The Navy seems to have a very high regional priority for cost-engineering some form of cruise missile that comes closer to the cost level of $200,000, or less that $1 million or more.
Post Gulf War Shifts in Airpower: “Effects Based” Bombing

- In Desert Storm, only one manned plane could penetrate downtown Baghdad in the first days — the F-117 stealth bomber with its limited arsenal of two laser-guided bombs. The B-2 can carry 16 2,000-pound bombs.

- In all, more than 80 percent of all air-to-ground munitions can be precision-guided, compared with 10 percent in Desert Storm. The ability to hit more targets, using fewer missions, is one reason the number of American troops being sent to the region is half the 550,000 deployed in 1991.

- "When you roll it all together, I say we're 10 times more powerful," said retired Air Force Lt. Gen. Thomas McInerney. "And [Saddam] is about 30 percent what he was before. So you can see how we can achieve rapid dominance using 'effects-based' operations."

- "Effects based" is an Air Force approach to bombing campaigns. Critical parts of the target are destroyed, not the entire complex or network. For example, planners target electrical nodes instead of the much larger generation plant to get the same effect — no military electrical power.
BUT, Is Air Power Really Any Wiser in Executing Strategic/Interdiction Bombing

- Doctrine has never tracked with reality and has created massive misuses of resources and collateral damage.
- WWII, Korea, and Vietnam saw many unvalidated claims.
- Desert Storm, Desert Fox, and Kosovo did nothing to establish the credibility of air planners or strategic bombing doctrine, and strategic/interdiction bombing was not notably effective in Afghanistan.
- Target characterization, intelligence, and battle damage assessment still present major problems at every level.
- Do we understand what we want to “effect” and how to do it?
  - Leadership targets?
  - Industrial Base?
  - Infrastructure and Electric Power?
  - POL: Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricants?
  - Lines of Communication?
  - Information Warfare?
  - Command, Control, and Communications?
  - Air Base Attack?
  - SEADs: Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses?
- Do Terms like strategic bombing and interdiction even make sense in non-existential air wars?
Key Air Munitions and the Role of Precision

[37]
The Role of Precision

- Roughly 57% of the weapons dropped during the key period of October 7 to December 23, 2001 were smart weapons.

- Roughly 18,000 weapons were dropped by early February. Of that number, roughly 10,000 were precision weapons, or 56% of the total. This compares with 35% of the 24,000 weapons dropped during the Kosovo campaign in 1999.

- This compares with 35% of the 24,000 weapons dropped during the Kosovo campaign in 1999.

- As of June 2002, the percentage of precision-guided weapons used increased to roughly 60% of total munitions, and military officials estimated their accuracy to be roughly 90%.

- As of June 2002, the percentage of precision-guided weapons used increased to roughly 60%, and military officials estimated their accuracy to be roughly 90%.

- As of May 2002, the Navy claimed that out of all sorties flown, combat aircraft had successfully hit at least one target 84% of the time.

- Additionally, the Navy estimated that roughly 90% of the munitions it has dropped were advanced or precision weapons.

- It is also worth noting that the ability to correct the dispersal of unguided submunitions for wind and greatly improved navigation and targeting capabilities also made the delivery of unguided weapons far more precise than it had been in the past.

- According to General Tommy Franks, the US had flown an average of 200 sorties per day in Afghanistan by early February 2002, which is significantly less than the sortie rate in Operation Desert Storm of 3,000 per day. In Afghanistan, the US was, however, able to hit roughly the same number of targets per day as in Desert Storm.

- General Franks stated the US needed an average of ten aircraft to take out a target in Desert Storm, but a single aircraft could often take out two targets during the fighting in Afghanistan.

- Unofficial estimates claimed that Navy aircraft experienced a 70-80% success rate in hitting designated targets.

- There also was much greater surge capability to use precision weapons against a major array of targets. In one case, the US dropped roughly 100 JDAMs in a twenty-minute period.
These estimates almost certainly exaggerated US performance. Both the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs and the preliminary findings of the Department of Defense’s Task Force Enduring Look – the US military team examining the lessons of the war -- have cautioned that this is the case.
The Role of the JDAM: All-Weather, Precision Strike

- Using the Global Positioning System (GPS), pilots can independently program each 500- or 2,000-pound bomb to hit different targets. Accuracy is measured in feet.
- JDAM is "all-weather." In the 1991 Gulf war, poor weather caused some laser-guided bombs to go off target, or forced pilots to abort missions.
- "In the '91 war, weather created huge problems for us because of cloud cover," said retired Air Force Col. John Warden, who helped plan the air attack. “Today, air operations have become significantly less concerned with weather because with GPS and JDAM bombs you can drop through clouds. If you know where the target is, you can drop it."
- The military first used the weapon extensively in the 1998 air war against Serbia, primarily from the B-2 Stealth bomber.
- JDAM can now be used by USAF F-15s and F-16s, as well as Navy F-18s and F-14s. In 1991, the only Navy plane equipped with laser-guided weapons was the since-retired A-6 Intruder. F-18 pilots had to rely on less-accurate radar guidance, and too often missed battlefield targets, pilots said.
- B-2 can drop 16-80 independently targeted JDAMs on critical targets. If the B-2s successfully strike command centers, air defenses and Saddam's security forces, the strikes could shorten the war.
The JDAM: Cutting the Cost of Precision Strikes

- The JDAM – a guidance kit for conventional 1,000- and 2,000-pound bombs – regularly achieved accuracies of six to ten meters, and came to dominate the delivery of guided weapons.

- The $14,000 JDAM was used at a peak rate of roughly 3,000 per month. It achieved combat CEPS of six to ten meters, and had a standoff range of up to fifteen miles.

- This sharply lowered the cost of precision-guided and standoff missions.

- It indicates that the US can develop a future “high-low” munitions mix that emphasizes high and low cost precision-guided weapons, rather than high cost precision weapons and cheap dumb bombs.47

- The JDAM solves the “all-weather” problem within limits.

- It allows bombers like the B-2 to strike multiple targets.

- It simplifies the “package” needed for secure penetration, reduces time over target relative to laser illumination, and eases in-flight retargeting problems.

- Cost to defeat a target with precision becomes highly affordable vs. missiles and even EO-guided bombs.

- Effectiveness, however, is heavily dependent on the quality of ISR links at every level from satellite to ground.

- The challenge of a more effective air defense environment, particularly SA-300 to SA-400 remains.

- The GPS system is a potential vulnerability.
UAVs, Gunships, and Other Key Air Systems
The Shifting Role of UAVS

• Key Systems are CIA/USAF Predator and Global Hawk, and US Army Shadow.

• Remote-controlled drones can loiter aloft for long periods of time, sending back video images. Commanders can use the "real-time" intelligence to direct air strikes or reposition ground forces.

• "We did not have that kind of 'real-time' reconnaissance capability in the Gulf war," Col. Warden said. "If we had a handful of Predators in the Gulf war, we probably would have found and killed Saddam Hussein. He was always moving enough that we stayed one step behind."

• Col. Warden based his assessment on the fact that in the early hours of the war in Afghanistan, an armed Predator saw Taliban leader Mullah Mohammed Omar escaping Kandahar. Permission to fire the Predator's Hellfire missile was delayed at U.S. Central Command. The reclusive Mullah Omar escaped.

• Since then, the Predator's missiles, triggered and guided by CIA operators at Central Command in Tampa, Fla., have killed Taliban and al Qaeda members in Afghanistan and Yemen.

• The Predator's performance is one reason top Army officials are so optimistic about the Shadow 200 RQ-7A. The 300-pound spy plane is slated to be assigned to the Army's Stryker Brigade Combat Teams — the mobile ground units of the future — and the 4th Infantry Division at Fort Hood, Texas.

• The Army's Mr. Bolton said the future is now for the Shadow if there is a war against Iraq. "They are your eyes and ears," he said. "They can loiter for a long time."
The Role of Global Hawk UAVs

- The ability of UAVs, such as the Air Force RQ-4A Global Hawk, to see through clouds, detect heat on the ground, and fly at altitudes of up to 65,000 feet for roughly 30 hours provided commanders with near-real time intelligence.

- As of June 14, 2002, UAVs had logged 1,000 combat flight hours.48

- However, the US possesses only limited numbers of the key UAVs involved, and

- Those limits interact with the fact that many of the “24/7” improvements it plans to make in imagery satellites and electronic intelligence satellites have not yet been deployed.49

- The US currently plans to buy 22 more RQ-1 Predators, at least three more RQ-4 Global Hawks, and twelve Army Shadows, but is only beginning to really determine the size of the fleet it will eventually need.

- A lack of military bandwidth capacity could also be a problem.50
The Role of Predator UAVs

- The Predator has had considerable success. It can fly at altitudes up to 25,000 feet and can remain on station for more than 24 hours. It is equipped with electro-optical and infrared sensors, and synthetic aperture radar for all-weather and day/night coverage.

- The Predator, nevertheless, remains a troubled system. It largely failed operational testing before the Afghan conflict, with some eight crashes in the six months before the conflict. Three have been shot down over Iraq and there have been an unknown number of accidents.

- It cannot take off in severe rain, snow, ice, or fog conditions; its imagery lacks the definition to find and characterize some types of targets; it is a slow flier (90 MPH) that operates best at 10,000 feet, which puts it within range of many forms of light anti-aircraft defense, and which has led to losses in Afghanistan and Iraq; it has awkward control systems and ergonomics; and each unit (four planes and a ground station) costs about $25 million.51

- Since the beginning of operations in Afghanistan, two Global Hawk UAVs have crashed. While the first of these crashes was attributed to a faulty bolt, the more recent crash, which occurred in July 2002, is still under investigation. The Air Force’s remaining Global Hawk UAVs have been grounded until the cause of the second crash can be determined.52

- Evaluations of its performance have been mixed. While military commanders cite the Predator’s ability to “peer over the hill” and provide imagery of the landscape and layout of enemy forces in future combat zones, they also worry that forces preparing for battle may become too dependent on data from the Predators and be unprepared to handle non-visible threats.53

- Though such images provided military commanders who were several thousand miles removed from the field with information and a first-hand, never-before-seen view of the battle, they also caused headaches for the commander of regular U.S. ground forces in Afghanistan who was overseeing the operation. Throughout the battles in the Shah-i-Kot region, command personnel at higher levels and those operating in other locations relayed numerous questions and much advice to the commander in the field in an attempt to contribute to the management of the battle as it unfolded. The regional commander responded by posting updates on the progress of the battle on the military’s internal computer network.54

- US field commanders do not need is an overcomplicated chain of command, in which officers thousands of miles away from the scene of battle provide armchair advice based on pictures rolling across a television screen. If such imagery is to be used effectively, an effective way of analyzing it and providing feedback to the commander on the ground must be developed.54
Military officials argue that the Predator could be a far more effective tool if commanders could communicate with the team operating it, much like they do with helicopter or fighter pilots, issuing instructions and calibrating the use of the drone so as to advance the overall goals of the mission at hand.
The Role of Predator UCAVs

- The Predator can be modified to enable it to carry two Hellfire missiles and has a laser designator to illuminate targets. Predator has been the first real UCAV to enter US service.\textsuperscript{56}

- Those Predator UCAVs have deployed ordinance against targets in Afghanistan on at least four occasions, including the strike in which Muhammed Atef was killed, and was also used by the CIA in Yemen in an attack which killed Qaed Salim Sinan al-Harethi (Abu Ali), Al Qaeda’s top operative there.\textsuperscript{57}

- The Predator’s operational limits have also led to plans to equip it with much more lethal weapons that have stand-off range (like LOCAAS) and give it a self-protection capability with Stinger missiles.

- A Stinger-equipped Predator was shot down by the Iraqis on December 23, 2001 while attempting a Stinger firing.

- The US is developing a Predator B to replace the existing Predator RQ-1.

- The B would increase range well over the present 740 kilometers; increase speed from 138 to 253 miles per hour; increase payload from 450 to 750 pounds; increase maximum altitude from 25,000 to 45,000 feet; and increase wingspan from 48.7 to 64 feet and length from 27 to 34 feet.\textsuperscript{58} The US is also seeking to develop an export version for NATO allies.\textsuperscript{59}
The Dragon Eye UAV

- Another UAV, called the Dragon Eye, will be fielded in summer, 2003.

- The Dragon Eye is made of foam and fiberglass, weighs only five and a half pounds, and has a width of 45 inches. It is designed to be carried by backpack and to be used to conduct reconnaissance of hazardous areas. Dragon Eye employs video and infrared cameras and their images are transmitted to the operator via wireless modem.

- Once airborne, the Dragon Eye does not need to be manually flown as it steers itself by means of GPS.

- One weakness of the Dragon Eye is that its camera cannot function during moderate or heavier rain. All infantry battalions in the Marine Corps will be receiving a squadron of Dragon Eyes.
Transformation and UAV/UCAVs

- Spend $1 billion on the procurement and research of unmanned aerial vehicles.
- DoD wants to spend $154.1 million to buy and arm 22 Air Force Predator UAVs in the 2003 fiscal year.
- The Air Force has also allocated $170.8 million for three Global Hawk UAVs. There is another $100.7 million set aside to buy twelve Army Shadow UAVs.
- Purchase 70 more Global Hawks and associated equipment for the USAF (at a price of $1.55 billion) and 28 for the USN, which will deploy it in seven systems, each with four aircraft and support elements.61
- Accelerate funding of Global Hawk research and the Navy’s Fire Scout UAV.
- The request also accelerates research in unmanned combat aerial vehicles. “These UCAVs are not just UAVs with weapons added…They are combat airplanes built from the ground up, just without pilots.”
- The request also increased funding for unmanned underwater vehicles as well as the DARPA future UCAV program, with a deployment goal for the latter of 2015.
AC-130 Gunship

- Although the AC-130H Specter and AC-130U Spooky gunships present during the fighting did not deliver high numbers of bombs and missiles, they were able to provide extensive combat support with 105mm guns and 40mm cannon.

- They have an unfuelled range of some 2,200 miles and, while they are vulnerable to air defenses, they have extensive countermeasures, infrared and radar warning, and flare and chaff dispensing systems (a key reason that the gunship costs as much as $190 million versus $30 million for a C-130H II).

- The USAF found the aircraft’s performance to be so effective that it is seeking to upgrade its existing aircraft and convert four more C-130Hs by 2005.

- The USAF currently has eight AC-130Hs and thirteen AC-130Us, and plans to improve their air defense, fire control, cameras and sensors, and add ammunition racks.

- It will acquire all-weather combat capability and ISR links to allow it to be fully integrated into the US net of other combat platforms and intelligence assets.\[\text{62}\]

- The challenge of a more effective air defense environment, particularly SA-300 to SA-400, remains.

- Next generation or modified EO light surface-to-air weapons will be a problem.

- Targeting and BDA remain serious issues for urban warfare, and entrenched/sheltered forces,
Weapons and Technology: Other Advances

- Accelerate the development of sea-based wide area missile defenses, and the selection of a suitable replacement to the E-6B electronic warfare aircraft as part of a joint airborne electronics attack program.

- Develop and/or buy small diameter bombs, cockpit selectable fusing options, cockpit selectable “yield” for conventional weapons, and putting dual mode seekers (e.g. GPS and laser).

- Reexamine the value of weapons like the BLU-82 15,000-pound GSX-jellied slurry bomb in terms of hard target kill and psychological impact, and/or re-weaponize fuel-air explosive weapons like the BLU-72.

- Replenish stocks of the GPS-guided Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM) – the $18,000 kit used to convert regular bombs into smart weapons. Approximately 4,6000 JDAMs were used out of a total inventory of 10,000 by December 2001. This is roughly 38% of the 12,000 weapons used as of that date.\(^6\)

- Enhance use of the wind corrected munitions system (WMCD) which was used in the Afghan War to dispense combined effects munitions like the CBU-130 (a weapon with some 202 BLU-97/B cluster bombs) more accurately.

- Complete development of the sensor fused submunition (SFW), with a smart IR-homing capability for anti-armor and vehicle use, and develop improved submunitions with a fail safe option to prevent them from remaining live for extended periods.\(^6\)

- Begin development of an advanced, next-generation manned or unmanned bomber, capable of surviving extremely advanced developmental surface-to-air defenses like the Russian S-400 Triumf (SA-20).

- Modify existing CH-47D Chinook helicopters, adding refueling probes, additional weapons, and radar sensors, allowing them be used by SOF.\(^6\)

- Streamline Navy helicopter fleet from six to two types of helicopters, increasing efficiency and decreasing maintenance costs.\(^6\)
Carrier Operations and Aircraft Performance

- The US Navy and Marine Corps need to closely examine the real-world performance of the Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) in the light of this history, mission requirements in the Middle East, and possible reductions in the ability to base USAF tankers and other support aircraft forward in their present numbers.

- This does not seem likely to not mean radical changes in the role of the carrier per se, but it does mean rethinking these aspects of USN and USMC combat air operations and particularly the capabilities and associated systems of the Joint Strike Fighter to see how these aspects of sea-based strike capabilities can be improved over time.

- Closing the loop in terms of the ability to improve targeting and the Navy and the Marine Corps’ ability to use airpower to deliver precision guided munitions effectively and with maximum strategic and tactical impact, is of even more value in carrier than other air operations. There are finite limits to carrier sortie rates, both in terms of peak and sustained operations.

- The fact that three carriers sustained an average of under 70 attack sorties per day during the peak of the Afghan fighting is an illustration of this point.

- So is the fact that the US Navy flew 4,900 of the 6,500 strike sorties flown between October 7 and December 17 2001, or 75% of the total – and struck at an estimated 2,000 mobile targets -- but delivered less than 30% of the ordnance.

- As of June 2002, this ratio remained largely the same, with the Navy estimating that while it flew 75% of the total sorties during the Afghan conflict, the USAF dropped 75% of the total ordnance from heavy bombers.

- Making individual sorties more effective is not only the most cost-effective way of dealing with these limitations, it also is the best way of dealing with the complications of a steadily increasing need to reduce civilian casualties and collateral damage, and deal with steadily more complex asymmetric wars.
Finding Adequate Electronic Warfare Assets

- The continued delays in replacing the EA-6B, and what may be serious engine life problems, also illustrate the need to rethink carrier strike operations in terms of the ability to deliver Afghan-like persistence over target with suitable electronic warfare protection.

- The problems with a limited force of EA-6Bs also raise general questions about the combined capability of the US Navy, USAF, and US Marine Corps to deploy enough electronic warfare assets.

- This already was a problem in Kosovo, and it is far from clear that current programs will succeed to the point where they ensure future a survivability in an air environment where nations like Iraq have dense surface-to-air missile assets in some areas, and other threats like Iran may acquire systems like the SA-400.

- The kind of permissive environment that allowed aircraft, like the AC-130, near freedom of operations over Afghanistan, may not exist in future contingencies in the Middle East.
The New Challenges of Asymmetric Warfare: Dispersed Warfare and Weapons of Mass Destruction
US Strategy Regarding Terrorism, Asymmetric Warfare, 
Force Transformation, and the Role of NATO

• The attacks of September 11 were also an attack on NATO, as NATO itself recognized when it invoked its Article V self-defense clause for the first time. NATO’s core mission—collective defense of the transatlantic alliance of democracies—remains, but NATO must develop new structures and capabilities to carry out that mission under new circumstances. NATO must build a capability to field, at short notice, highly mobile, specially trained forces whenever they are needed to respond to a threat against any member of the alliance.

• The alliance must be able to act wherever our interests are threatened, creating coalitions under NATO’s own mandate, as well as contributing to mission-based coalitions. To achieve this, we must:
  
  o expand NATO’s membership to those democratic nations willing and able to share the burden of defending and advancing our common interests;
  
  o ensure that the military forces of NATO nations have appropriate combat contributions to make in coalition warfare;
  
  o develop planning processes to enable those contributions to become effective multinational fighting forces;
  
  o take advantage of the technological opportunities and economies of scale in our defense spending to transform NATO military forces so that they dominate potential aggressors and diminish our vulnerabilities;
  
  o streamline and increase the flexibility of command structures to meet new operational demands and the associated requirements of training, integrating, and experimenting with new force configurations; and
  
  o maintain the ability to work and fight together as allies even as we take the necessary steps to transform and modernize our forces.

• If NATO succeeds in enacting these changes, the rewards will be a partnership as central to the security and interests of its member states as was the case during the Cold War. We will sustain a common perspective on the threats to our societies and improve our ability to take common action in defense of our nations and their interests. At the same time, we welcome our European allies’ efforts to forge a greater foreign policy and defense identity with the EU, and commit ourselves to close consultations to ensure that these developments work with NATO. We cannot afford to lose this opportunity to better prepare the family of transatlantic democracies for the challenges to come.

President George W. Bush, The National Strategy of the United States, September 17, 2002
The Problem of Distributed Warfare: What Does the Enemy Learn from Partial Defeat?

- It has been clear ever since the battle of Tora Bora in December 2001 that even major military successes in Afghanistan may not bring victory in any traditional sense of the term.

- Tora Bora was the first major demonstration after the fall of Kabul that an enemy can disperse in ways that US intelligence and ISR systems cannot detect, characterize, and target.\(^{68}\)

- Nothing that US and allied forces did in Operation Anaconda, or in independent search and destroy missions, has shown that the US and its Western allies have a solution to the problems associated with combating an enemy whose forces are dispersed, fluid, and not seeking a conventional fight.

- Al Qaeda has shown that in spite of the best efforts of US, British, and Australian special operations forces, it can disperse seemingly without a trace, utilize caves and other hiding places to keep arms and ammunition hidden in spite of massive search efforts, move into neighboring countries, and disperse into countries outside the immediate area of combat operations.\(^{69}\)

- In particular, enemy forces have been conducting cross-border guerilla warfare from tribal areas of Pakistan that are near the Afghan border and over which the Pakistani national government is able to exert only limited control. US forces are not permitted to cross into Pakistan to hunt down those guerilla fighters.

- The US and its allies have had limited success in killing or capturing the top leadership of Al Qaeda and the Taliban, though they have made it very difficult for those individuals to exercise leadership of their respective groups.

- Moreover, Afghanistan is only one country and its neighbors are only one place that Al Qaeda can operate in and disperse to.

- US military planners and counterterrorism experts speculate that one key lesson for future terrorist and asymmetric opponents will be to create far looser and more broadly distributed networks and groups of cells that have a high degree of individual independence and survivability, and which do not have a rigid hierarchy, and headquarters and physical facilities that can be located and attacked.

- US military planners also argue that some key lessons from the conflict in Afghanistan for such enemies will be the realization that they need more anonymity, more emphasis on establishing cover organizations and proxies, and to create a campaign plan of sequential or multiple attacks from isolated cells and elements so that no US victory in any one area can halt the overall campaign.
The classic case of Lenin’s brother is a warning of what may come. The Czarist secret police found and killed Lenin’s brother and destroyed the organization of which he was a part. In practice, however, they may have done a great deal in the process to shape Lenin’s attitudes and behavior, causing him to become a far more serious threat.
Low Technology Distributed Networks

- Loose, low-technology “distributed network” of fighters and terrorists may be able to present more serious dangers in the future – particularly in future wars where the opponent will be able to foresee the US use of similar tactics and take suitable action before the fighting begins or before the point at which such US tactics have a major impact.

- It is at least possible that such forces can be organized to create a series of asymmetric attacks, phased over time, that would not depend on the existence or survival of some central or easily locatable command structure.

- Smaller, more conventional terrorist attacks, such as the car bombing of the US consulate in Karachi, Pakistan, which killed twelve people, have been at least financially linked to small cells of Al Qaeda and indicate that despite its fragmented command structure the organization remains capable of initiating future attacks.

- Based on the interrogation of several Islamic militants detained along the Afghan-Pakistan border, intelligence officials now believe that Al Qaeda may be “subcontracting” smaller operations to local terrorist groups, providing them the financial means and expertise to successfully carry out the planned attack.

- In the future, such a force can be organized to focus on the most lethal, costly, or disruptive means of attack, and to avoid repeating past forms of attack.

- Iraq and Serbia have already had considerable practical success in limiting the effectiveness of US air power by making use of extensive force dispersion, underground facilities, decoys, concealed supply depots, locating forces and facilities in civilian areas, using civilians as human shields, and using surface-to-air missile ambush techniques.
The Chinese Case and More Sophisticated Approaches

- It is also worth noting in this regard that a sophisticated military power like China fully recognizes the advantages of many aspects of the US approach to warfare, and is aggressively modernizing many aspects of its forces.

- At the same time, China has developed plans and doctrine to counter US technological advantages and the “revolution in military affairs.”

- China has paid close attention to Serbian tactics, as well as those of Iraq in dealing with US air and cruise missile strikes since the Gulf War. It feels that high technology sensors, weapons, and nets can be countered through counter-reconnaissance measures such as camouflage and concealment, decoy, dispersion, and frequent force movements.

- It too has emphasized the use of underground facilities, landline communications, and concealed supply depots. It has developed an air defense training team called “Three Attacks, Three Defenses,” that concentrates on attacking stealth aircraft, cruise missiles, and helicopters while defending against precision strike, electronic warfare, and enemy reconnaissance.

- It also emphasizes speed, asymmetric methods, and preemption or surprise attack as ways of trying to bypass superior conventional forces.

- Ultimately, the Afghan war may give rise to a new cliché about asymmetric warfare: Short of a political and grand strategic end to a conflict, any given defeat of a terrorist or asymmetric opponent simply forces the opponent to adapt.
The Problem of States, Proxies, Black Flag, and Trojan Horse Attacks

- There are other aspects of partial victory that need to be kept in mind in interpreting the lessons of the Afghan War.

- One lesson is that it remains impossible to prove a negative. If it is impossible to prove a nation like Iraq had some involvement in the acts of terrorism that triggered the conflict, it also remains impossible to prove that it did not.

- The same kind of uncertainties arose over Syria’s role in the Marine Corps barracks bombing in Beirut, previous Libyan terrorist actions, and Iran’s role in the bombings in Al Khobar, Saudi Arabia.

- Nothing about Afghanistan indicates that the US has found a solution to the state use of terrorists as proxies in asymmetric warfare.

- This, in turn, raises the possibility that terrorist movements may deliberately attempt to falsely implicate states in their attacks and drag them into the conflict as allies, or make them false targets.

- The same may be true of states doing the same with other states.

- One has only to consider what would have happened if Al Qaeda had deliberately tried to implicate Iraq in the September 11 attacks, or if Iran had done the same thing. False proxies, black flags, and Trojan horses may be just as much a part of future asymmetric and terrorist conflicts as real ones.
US Strategy Regarding Terrorism, Asymmetric Warfare, Force Transformation, and the Role of NATO

• The attacks of September 11 were also an attack on NATO, as NATO itself recognized when it invoked its Article V self-defense clause for the first time. NATO’s core mission—collective defense of the transatlantic alliance of democracies—remains, but NATO must develop new structures and capabilities to carry out that mission under new circumstances. NATO must build a capability to field, at short notice, highly mobile, specially trained forces whenever they are needed to respond to a threat against any member of the alliance.

• The alliance must be able to act wherever our interests are threatened, creating coalitions under NATO’s own mandate, as well as contributing to mission-based coalitions. To achieve this, we must:
  
  o expand NATO’s membership to those democratic nations willing and able to share the burden of defending and advancing our common interests;
  
  o ensure that the military forces of NATO nations have appropriate combat contributions to make in coalition warfare;
  
  o develop planning processes to enable those contributions to become effective multinational fighting forces;
  
  o take advantage of the technological opportunities and economies of scale in our defense spending to transform NATO military forces so that they dominate potential aggressors and diminish our vulnerabilities;
  
  o streamline and increase the flexibility of command structures to meet new operational demands and the associated requirements of training, integrating, and experimenting with new force configurations; and
  
  o maintain the ability to work and fight together as allies even as we take the necessary steps to transform and modernize our forces.

• If NATO succeeds in enacting these changes, the rewards will be a partnership as central to the security and interests of its member states as was the case during the Cold War. We will sustain a common perspective on the threats to our societies and improve our ability to take common action in defense of our nations and their interests. At the same time, we welcome our European allies’ efforts to forge a greater foreign policy and defense identity with the EU, and commit ourselves to close consultations to ensure that these developments work with NATO. We cannot afford to lose this opportunity to better prepare the family of transatlantic democracies for the challenges to come.

President George W. Bush, The National Strategy of the United States, September 17, 2002
The Worst Case Asymmetric War:
CBRN Weapons
Counter-proliferation and Preemption

- The discovery of a large-scale Al Qaeda effort to develop CBRN weapons – as well as ongoing proliferation in nations like Iran, Iraq, and North Korea – illustrates the steadily growing importance of offensive counter-proliferation capabilities, and preemption or immediate, time-urgent attack the moment combat begins.

- Preemption and large-scale initial destruction is not something that can be advocating carelessly, or lead to the use of weapons without concern for political sensitivities, civilian casualties, or collateral damage.

- Proliferation and CBRN threats do, however, fundamentally change the risks and values of war. Proliferators give their enemies the right to preemption and first strikes simply by proliferating, and the axiom that the only way to go to war with the US is with the possession of nuclear weapons is one the US must aggressively counter, regardless of whether a nation or terrorist movement is involved.

- Waiting for enemy assets to be dispersed can also create an impossible tactical burden. It is worth noting in this regard, that the US flew some 2,400 sorties searching for and trying to strike at dispersed Iraqi Scud missiles during the Gulf War.

- On some 42 occasions, US aircraft spotted a launch plume and made eight actual attacks. Nevertheless, neither Coalition airpower nor special operations forces damaged a single Scud, and Iraq was able to fire some 88 Scuds against Israel and Saudi Arabia.

- The threat of biological warfare is particularly serious, and the US and its allies needs to rethink internal security planning, public health response, and defense efforts to deal with the broad range of CBRN threats.

- The treatment of hoof and mouth disease and “mad cow” disease is almost a model of how not to deal with such cooperation, and a warning of how much more effort is needed to deal with both time urgent tactical and the broad spectrum of global threats.

- That said, it is one thing to have a doctrine and plans, and quite another to have a capability. Any form of attack on CBRN and their delivery system assets must involve meaningful targeting capability, the proper weapons and destructive means, and careful consideration of civilian and could not carry out a successful attack on Iraq’s CBRN assets at either the time of the Gulf War or Desert Fox. It had no idea of what to target at the beginning of the Afghan conflict.

- Moreover, the very prospect of such attacks pushes other countries to create launch-on-warning (LOW) and launch-under-attack (LUA) capabilities in a “use or lose” environment as well as organize and preposition assets for terrorist and unconventional attacks.
CBRN Weapons: Response and Counter Response

- At least one Indian general drew the lesson from the Gulf War that, “No one should go to war with the US without nuclear weapons.”

- Al Qaeda had a major effort underway to examine chemical and biological weapons, and was examining nuclear terrorism in terms of attacks on power plants, radiological weapons, and crude nuclear devices.

- Many nations are likely to note the willingness of the US to fight Iraq before it has nuclear weapons and its restraint in dealing with North Korea.

- Preemption is a two-edged sword and encourages a race to preempt, arming proxies, launch on warning, and launch under attack.

- It is possible that terrorists will draw the lesson that if they can only launch one major series of attacks, they should not do so without CBRN weapons.

- States, on the other hand, may learn both lessons. They may see the value of giving proxies aid in developing CBRN weapons, and they may see acquiring CBRN weapons as a key deterrent to US action in asymmetric wars.

- They may also make the judgment that having the ability to launch on warning or launch under attack against the US and/or US interests will either deter the US or force it to limit its range of attacks and goals in war.

- The US still has not resolved the source of the anthrax attacks that followed the attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. This raises the prospect that states or other terrorists may piggyback on a conflict in unpredictable ways and that future opponents may see a counterterrorism campaign or asymmetric war as a window of opportunity in terms of US vulnerability and confusion rather than as a deterrent.

- This raises major new questions about the future of arms control and the value of existing arms control agreements.

- It also raises questions about the ability of states and terrorist groups to conduct anonymous attacks with highly lethal or costly CBRN weapons, particularly those of the biological variety. This not only raises the specter that one lesson of Afghanistan is that future opponents should use smallpox (or its equivalent),

- It also raises the specter of how the US would deal with anonymous attacks on its economy equivalent to the hoof-and-mouth outbreak in Britain or the swine fever outbreak in Taiwan.
CBRN Weapons: The Problem of Targeting and Agent Destruction

- You cannot deter or attack an attacker you cannot identify or locate, or deter an attacker willing to commit suicide.

- Improve intelligence and targeting is only a partial answer, but an important one.

- For well over a decade, the US has been developing sensors and targeting aids designed to “look” inside buildings and suspect facilities. It is unclear that any such UAVs or unattended sensors are operational or that they are effective.

- UAVs can cover traffic going into and out of fixed and hardened facilities, but not activities inside them. CBRN weapons and activities can be dispersed into relatively small facilities, as can many delivery systems and munitions.

- In many cases, it is impossible to distinguish CBRN weapons and facilities from ordinary weapons and military facilities, and it is equally difficult to distinguish military/CBRN facilities from civilian facilities.

- The physical destruction of CBRN weapons and facilities is problematic. Even when CBRN weapons and/or related facilities are located and thus can be targeted, there is the risk that an attack on them will result in unintentional dissemination of CBRN agents.

- Thus, the top priority in attacking such targets would be to limit the risk of such dissemination rather than to limit collateral damage in the immediate area.

- The US is attempting to develop munitions that would produce burning effects intense enough to significantly mitigate against that problem. The US is also attempting to develop a less destructive means of containing CBRN materials in the form of sealing foams that would create hardened cases around their targets.

- At present, however, the possibility that unintentional dissemination of CBRN materials would occur in an attack remains a problem, and had Al
Qaeda been known to possess those materials the air war in Afghanistan would have been seriously complicated.
US Doctrine on the New Role of Counterproliferation

- We must be prepared to stop rogue states and their terrorist clients before they are able to threaten or use weapons of mass destruction against the United States and our allies and friends. Our response must take full advantage of strengthened alliances, the establishment of new partnerships with former adversaries, innovation in the use of military forces, modern technologies, including the development of an effective missile defense system, and increased emphasis on intelligence collection and analysis.

- Our comprehensive strategy to combat WMD includes:
  
  - Proactive counterproliferation efforts. We must deter and defend against the threat before it is unleashed. We must ensure that key capabilities—detection, active and passive defenses, and counterforce capabilities—are integrated into our defense transformation and our homeland security systems. Counterproliferation must also be integrated into the doctrine, training, and equipping of our forces and those of our allies to ensure that we can prevail in any conflict with WMD-armed adversaries.

  - Strengthened nonproliferation efforts to prevent rogue states and terrorists from acquiring the materials, technologies, and expertise necessary for weapons of mass destruction. We will enhance diplomacy, arms control, multilateral export controls, and threat reduction assistance that impede states and terrorists seeking WMD, and when necessary, interdict enabling technologies and materials. We will continue to build coalitions to support these efforts, encouraging their increased political and financial support for nonproliferation and threat reduction programs. The recent G-8 agreement to commit up to $20 billion to a global partnership against proliferation marks a major step forward.

  - Effective consequence management to respond to the effects of WMD use, whether by terrorists or hostile states. Minimizing the effects of WMD use against our people will help deter those who possess such weapons and dissuade those who seek to acquire them by persuading enemies that they cannot attain their desired ends. The United States must also be prepared to respond to the effects of WMD use against our forces abroad, and to help friends and allies if they are attacked.

President George W. Bush, The National Strategy of the United States, September 17, 2002
The Shift Towards Preemption as an Option

- It has taken almost a decade for us to comprehend the true nature of this new threat. Given the goals of rogue states and terrorists, the United States can no longer solely rely on a reactive posture as we have in the past. The inability to deter a potential attacker, the immediacy of today’s threats, and the magnitude of potential harm that could be caused by our adversaries’ choice of weapons, do not permit that option. We cannot let our enemies strike first.

- In the Cold War, especially following the Cuban missile crisis, we faced a generally status quo, risk-averse adversary. Deterrence was an effective defense. But deterrence based only upon the threat of retaliation is less likely to work against leaders of rogue states more willing to take risks, gambling with the lives of their people, and the wealth of their nations.

- In the Cold War, weapons of mass destruction were considered weapons of last resort whose use risked the destruction of those who used them. Today, our enemies see weapons of mass destruction as weapons of choice. For rogue states these weapons are tools of intimidation and military aggression against their neighbors. These weapons may also allow these states to attempt to blackmail the United States and our allies to prevent us from deterring or repelling the aggressive behavior of rogue states. Such states also see these weapons as their best means of overcoming the conventional superiority of the United States.

- Traditional concepts of deterrence will not work against a terrorist enemy whose avowed tactics are wanton destruction and the targeting of innocents; whose so-called soldiers seek martyrdom in death and whose most potent protection is statelessness. The overlap between states that sponsor terror and those that pursue WMD compels us to action.

- For centuries, international law recognized that nations need not suffer an attack before they can lawfully take action to defend themselves against forces that present an imminent danger of attack. Legal scholars and international jurists often conditioned the legitimacy of preemption on the existence of an imminent threat—most often a visible mobilization of armies, navies, and air forces preparing to attack.

- We must adapt the concept of imminent threat to the capabilities and objectives of today’s adversaries. Rogue states and terrorists do not seek to attack us using conventional means. They know such attacks would fail. Instead, they rely on acts of terror and, potentially, the use of weapons of mass destruction—weapons that can be easily concealed, delivered covertly, and used without warning.

- The targets of these attacks are our military forces and our civilian population, in direct violation of one of the principal norms of the law of warfare. As was demonstrated by the losses on September 11, 2001, mass civilian casualties is the specific objective of
terrorists and these losses would be exponentially more severe if terrorists acquired and used weapons of mass destruction.

President George W. Bush, The National Strategy of the United States, September 17, 2002
The Conditions Under Which the US Will Preempt

- The United States has long maintained the option of preemptive actions to counter a sufficient threat to our national security. The greater the threat, the greater is the risk of inaction—and the more compelling the case for taking anticipatory action to defend ourselves, even if uncertainty remains as to the time and place of the enemy’s attack. To forestall or prevent such hostile acts by our adversaries, the United States will, if necessary, act preemptively.

- The United States will not use force in all cases to preempt emerging threats, nor should nations use preemption as a pretext for aggression. Yet in an age where the enemies of civilization openly and actively seek the world’s most destructive technologies, the United States cannot remain idle while dangers gather. We will always proceed deliberately, weighing the consequences of our actions. To support preemptive options, we will:
  - build better, more integrated intelligence capabilities to provide timely, accurate information on threats, wherever they may emerge;
  - coordinate closely with allies to form a common assessment of the most dangerous threats; and
  - continue to transform our military forces to ensure our ability to conduct rapid and precise operations to achieve decisive results.

- The purpose of our actions will always be to eliminate a specific threat to the United States or our allies and friends. The reasons for our actions will be clear, the force measured, and the cause just.

President George W. Bush, The National Strategy of the United States, September 17, 2002
Collateral Damage and Civilian Casualties:
The New “Rules of War”
Civilian Cover, Human Shields, and Human Rights as Weapons of War

- Use of civilian cover and manipulation of casualties and collateral damage statistics is another lesson of the war.

- The Gulf War, the fight against Iraq since that time, Kosovo, and the Afghan War all saw efforts to use civilians and civilian facilities as shields against US and allied attacks. Distributed terrorist networks and state-sponsored asymmetric forces can be expected to make steadily more use of civilians as shields and civilian areas as hiding places.

- Extremist groups like Hezbollah and Hamas have long gone further, as have Kurdish terrorist organizations in Turkey. They deliberately blur the line between terrorist and combat elements; religious, educational, humanitarian, and medical elements and functions; and “peaceful” political elements and action.

- Both terrorist organizations (like Al Qaeda) and states (like Iraq) have found that well-organized political and media campaigns can blur the lines of responsibility for terrorist and military acts, enabling them to use collateral damage and human suffering as political weapons of war.

- Wrapping movements in the cloak of democratic values, exaggerating civilian casualties and suffering, and exploiting human rights and international law are becoming a steadily more sophisticated part of modern terrorism and asymmetric warfare.

- So, for that matter, are religion and ethnicity and the ability to exploit the causes and suffering of others.

- Al Qaeda and Saddam Hussein have systematically exploited Islam, their identity as Arabs, and the Second Intifada. Milosevic and his elite did something very similar in Bosnia and Kosovo, exploiting Christianity and their Slavic identity with Russia.

- The Taliban exploited the Afghan situation by producing grossly exaggerated claims of civilian casualties. While an independent estimate by the Associated Press put the figure at roughly 500-600, the Taliban Ambassador quoted 1,500, Al Jazeera gave estimates as high as 6,000, and one economist at the University of New Hampshire produced estimates of 5,000, and then 3,100-3,800. In some cases, the Taliban is known to have reported civilian casualties when there were no such casualties at all.\textsuperscript{77}
Dealing with Collateral Damage and Civilian Casualties: Disproving a Negative

- The US faces a broad challenge in dealing with these issues because it has no clear methodology for estimating collateral damage, detecting it, or estimating its scale.

- The fighting in Afghanistan has shown, however, that in asymmetric wars pilots and UAVs cannot firmly differentiate enemy forces and facilities from civilians and civilian facilities – and that is the case in both urban and rural fighting environments.

- The same seems to be equally true even of special operations teams on the ground. Independent teams cannot get the full background on suspicious movements and behavior patterns, and groups dependent on local allies often get misinformation or deliberate lies.

- In balance, special operations teams like the Special Forces’ Team 555 demonstrated that groups on the ground can sometimes get much better information on the kind of unconventional combatants that fought in the Afghan War than any form of sensor or airborne platform, but no amount of “fusion” of data from combat aircraft, satellites, UAVs, SIGINT aircraft, and HUMINT on-the-ground presence could fully characterize many targets or distinguish combatants from civilians.

- This has led to a situation in Afghanistan in which a large number of civilian deaths have occurred not as a result of errant bombs, but rather as a result of bombs accurately hitting their targets, destroying suspected enemy positions, but killing civilians in the process.

- By relying in many instances on air strikes instead of ground forces to destroy Al Qaeda positions, the US has reduced the opportunities that it has to verify the target intelligence being provided by local Afghan warlords. US military officials argue that in many cases the targets that have been hit are legitimate, but they also concur that it is difficult to distinguish between civilian and military targets in urban areas.

- Afghan officials contend (and US officials dispute) that on at least three occasions the US attacked villages and convoys because it had received poor intelligence information from local warlords who were seeking to exact political revenge or gain political power. Additionally, observers question the level of force that, in some instances, the US has used to destroy suspected Al Qaeda targets.

- While precision-guided munitions are more accurate and less likely to stray from targets, the reality remains that they are only as accurate as the intelligence on the ground.

- During future fighting the US may need to revisit whether the use of air strikes to destroy targets hidden amongst civilians is the most efficient and least politically costly method of fighting the enemy.
US Air Planning Efforts to Reduce Collateral Damage

The US makes a major effort to avoid collateral damage in its air strikes and applies highly demanding rules of engagement in Afghanistan.

- First, it does so by taking account of malfunctions/errors.
- Malfunctions/errors can and do occur when weapons are used, which is why classified planning data has been created to predict such problems and why the US follows certain procedures to try to mitigate such incidents.
- Incidents of this type include run-in restrictions, target acquisition/lock ROE, abort criteria, and pre-analysis planning of weapon/target match.
- Second, the US explicitly estimates probable collateral damage to civilians and civilian structures that could potentially result from strikes on legitimate targets.
- Here the pre-analysis considers specific munitions effects in the initial munitions selection.
- Depending on the potential expected collateral damage, different modeling tools are available to determine best kill/minimum damage (e.g. JWAC Level IV Analysis - if necessary).
- Even given the potential for “type two” collateral damage, a conscious command decision is often made (with lawyers involved) to determine if the desired military effect is proportional to the level of expected collateral damage.
Dealing with Collateral Damage and Civilian Casualties: Refusing to Provide Battle Damage Assessment

- Like other military powers, however, the US does not attempt to estimate either loss of life or the indirect costs of military strikes, particularly cultural and economic ones.

- Since the Vietnam War, it has avoided making any public body counts of either military or civilian killed.

- Additionally, the Department of Defense attempted to minimize any potential fallout from civilian casualties by using a narrow definition of collateral damage that excluded many incidents.

- This allowed Iraq and Serbia to have some propaganda success in making grossly exaggerated claims of civilian casualties and collateral damage in past wars, and the Taliban to make equally exaggerated claims during the current fighting.

- While many human rights groups have been careful to examine such claims, others have taken them literally, and hostile countries and political factions have done the same.

- The US was able to largely avoid the political backlash from civilian casualties and collateral damage during the Gulf War, although exaggerated casualty claims, particularly those relating to the “road of death,” were a factor leading to the early termination of the coalition advance and the early declaration of a ceasefire.

- Since that time, the US has been less successful in countering Iraqi claims related to US post-war attacks, in part because it has decided to address such claims on a strike-by-strike basis without addressing the details.

- Both the US and NATO had to address civilian casualties and collateral damage in Kosovo on a daily basis and often made mistaken claims or had to respond by admitting they were unable to confirm or deny many Serbian claims.

- This often gave Serbia a propaganda advantage during the fighting, although the Department of Defense largely succeeded in dodging the issue in its analysis of the lessons of Kosovo by only issuing its after action analysis in a report to Congress, and by doing so after the issue had lost major media impact.

- During the key phases of the Afghan campaign, the US could not convincingly refute grossly exaggerated Taliban claims, or deal with the equally exaggerated claims of hostile media like Al Jazirah.
Key Cases and Civilian Casualties in Afghanistan:

- **October 8, 2001**: Bombs kill four UN workers in Kabul.
- **October 13, 2001**: Navy air strike misses Kabul airport by a mile and kills at least four civilians.
- **October 16 and 26, 2001**: Red Cross warehouse in Kabul hit by bombs.
- **October 22, 2001**: AC-130 hits civilians in Chowkor Kariz village that do not seem to have had ties to the Taliban or Al Qaeda.
- **November 8-10, 2001**: Raids on fleeing supporters of Sheik Omar in Khakriz (north of Khandahar) may have killed 30-70 civilians (Taliban claims 300 were killed).
- **November 26, 2001**: Bomb dropped on Qalai Janghi prison during uprising kills five Northern Alliance troops and wounds five American soldiers.
- **November 29, 2001**: Bombs hit civilian homes in Sanjiri, west of Kandahar.
- **December 1, 2001**: Bombs hit Khazi Kariz, eight miles south of Khandahar Airport, possibly hitting two civilian homes.
- **December 5, 2001**: Bombs hit friendly targets near Shawalikot, 21 miles north of Khandahar. Hamid Karzai and the 5th Special Forces Group are hit by mistake, as well as civilians in the area. Three Americans, nineteen Afghan fighters, and an unknown number of civilians die. Other strikes on Argandab and Sokhchala also seem to hit civilians.
- **December 20, 2001**: An air strike hits a convoy near Khost. Some 12-27 persons are killed.
- **December 29, 2001**: Bombing attack on a weapons depot in a village called Qualai Niazi kills civilians, including part of a wedding party.
- **January 24, 2002**: US special operations soldiers kill sixteen to eighteen in Hazar Qadam. The US Defense Department later admits the dead were innocent civilians targeted by a rival Afghan faction.
- **February 6, 2002**: CIA UAV fires a Hellfire missile that may have hit scrap gatherers near Zhawar Kili.
- **July 1, 2002**: An AC-130 gunship attack on anti-aircraft batteries kills civilians, including a significant portion of a wedding party in the village of Kakarak. The US admits to having fired on four villages in the area. The Afghan government estimates that 40-48 people were killed, and another 117 were wounded.
Collateral Damage: Designing Weapons to Minimize Civilian Casualties and Collateral Damage

- Properly designed weapons, targeting, and ISR systems can now greatly reduce the problem of collateral damage and civilian casualties.

- The US and its allies do, however, have to demonstrate that they have made a good faith effort to minimize collateral damage and civilian casualties. Ever since Vietnam, the history of war has shown that each improvement in military capability is matched by demands for higher standards of performance.

- This already is leading to steady improvements in weapons and targeting accuracy, the use of sensors to prevent attacks with high civilian losses and collateral damage, and new screening methods for target selection and strike authorization.

- The US and British efforts to develop smaller precision-guided weapons, like 250-pound versions of the joint direct attack munition (JDAM), is one example.

- The use of precision-guided, small-diameter bombs (SDBs) offers a way to strike against roughly 70% of the targets that might normally be hit with a 1,000 or 2,000-pound weapon. It offers a way to carry far more munitions per sortie, reduce the number of sorties required, achieve far more lethality per sortie, and still sharply reduce collateral damage. It can also achieve ranges of 60-70 miles when launched at high altitudes.\[^{85}\]

- Miniature cruise missiles with multipurpose warheads, like the Low Cost Autonomous Attack System (LOCAAS), are under development for the same reason, as well as to improve the strike capabilities of weapons like the Predator and future UCAVs. So are so-called “spiral” SDB weapons that would have autonomous or optical sensors and could search a wide area until they were homed in on a specific target.\[^{86}\]

- Those advances are supported by virtually every advance in ISR capability. That is equally true of the series of major improvements in target selection and review made throughout the air and missile targeting process after the strike on the Chinese Embassy in Belgrade during the air campaign in Kosovo.

- Advances in accuracy offer the military the best of both worlds: more lethality coupled with less collateral damage, and they can apply to the delivery of unguided or “dumb” weapons as well.

- UAVs and other sensors can greatly reduce the need to use artillery to fire into wide areas rather than at specific targets.

- The B-52s that dropped dumb bombs during the Afghan conflict made use of both far better navigation and targeting capabilities than ever before, but also made the first use of the Wind Corrected Munitions Dispenser in combat to deliver weapons like the
CBU-87 Combined Effects Munition (CEM). This is a strap on, $10,000 tail kit that allows delivery with greater accuracy from higher altitudes and can also be used with weapons like Gator mine and the new Sensor Fused Weapon (SFW). It scarcely eliminates the problems of using unguided area weapons, but it does reduce them.
Doing More to Minimize Civilian Casualties

- British experiments with weapons designs that deactivate the warhead when systems malfunction or lose their targeting lock are a case in point.

- Another is the need to come to grips with long-standing problems in cluster munitions and dumb bombs that effectively turn them into mines when they do not explode.
  
  - The use of improved release systems, navigation and targeting aids, and wind correction can help up to a point, but the US dropped some 1,150 cluster bombs on 188 locations in Afghanistan as of early February. They had many of the same defects as the weapons dropped in Vietnam and the Gulf War, and often produced duds that could be lethal if handled or contacted. This is not a problem that should take three decades to solve.

  - The Afghan conflict was the first time that the new CBU-103 cluster bomb was used. It is equipped with “course-correcting tail fins” that enable it to compensate for the significant drift that can occur when a bomb is dropped at an altitude of more than 15,000 feet.

  - A new cluster bomb, which has a smaller quantity but more powerful bomblets, is being developed.

  - In an attempt to improve its accuracy, weapons designers have incorporated a heat-seeking device into the new design, which will allow the bomb to more closely track and hit enemy positions.

  - Pentagon officials estimate that roughly 5% of cluster bombs do not detonate upon impact. The decision to package airdropped food in the same color as cluster bombs further increased the risk that civilian deaths would result from unexploded cluster bombs.

- More generally, the US needs to examine ways in which it can design its ISR sensors and systems, and intelligence and targeting systems, to minimize collateral damage and civilian casualties and to provide some form of near-real time warning and/or imagery to allow rapid confirmation of whether mistakes have occurred.

- This does not mean paralyzing operations; it does mean changing design criteria and methods to allow operations to be sustained with both minimal cost to the innocent and minimal political backlash. “Effects-based” air strikes emphasize achieving the tactical or strategic objective versus destructiveness.

- One longer-run issue that needs to be addressed is the need for some mix of methodology and technology that can produce meaningful body counts – at least over time.
The Media Part of the Air Battle

- Regardless of what Western countries do to reduce civilian casualties and collateral damage, they must still fight a media battle in near-real time.

- There will be few cases in which enemies cannot exploit civilian casualties and collateral damage with some human rights and anti-war groups. Western air power will always be judged by a dual standard in such cases.

- The same will be true of problems with the developing world and often in terms of a clash between ethnic groups (Russia and the Slavs in Serbia), religion (Muslims and the Taliban), or cultural affinity (Iraq and the Arab world).

- The use of human shields, deploying forces and equipment in populated areas, critical civilian facilities as shelters, decoys, deception and propaganda will grow steadily more sophisticated with time.

- So far, the US and NATO have been slow to react, overcautious, and legalistic – often ceding the field or losing the battle until after-action reporting restores perspective and corrects estimates.

- The is little understanding that short, highly intensive air campaigns may actually end wars with far fewer cumulative casualties.

- Ironically, the propaganda war tends to treat each day of combat as the same: The same attacks are made regardless of how intense the conflict is.

- MODERN WESTERN MILITARY FORCES MUST UNDERSTAND THAT THEY WILL BE IN A MEDIA BATTLE FROM DAY ONE AND JUDGED BY A DUAL STANDARD.
Deep Shelters and Hard Target Kill
Hard Target Kill Capability

- Afghanistan had only a few classic shelters and hard target left over from the days of the Soviet occupation and none had serious military meaning.

- It did, however, have many caves and a number were improved by Al Qaeda to become highly survivable and well concealed targets.

- The US used a wide range of ISR systems to try to find and characterize such caves and shelters and did find many. It could virtually never, however, fully characterize the nature of the target any more than it could “look inside” ordinary buildings and surface facilities. Many were found only by ground troops who could penetrate into caves, and many may have never been discovered or assigned the right priority.

- It is unclear that most of these strikes produced any meaningful battle damage either for targeting reasons or because the effects were not serious enough.

- In at least some cases, the US seems to have fired such weapons against caves to inhibit their use and struck at their cave entrances more to intimidate those inside than to try to actually damage or kill the target.

- It is unclear whether any such attacks have had any real success in terms of major damage. It is clear that caves with rock overhangs or other shielding terrain features at their entrances were difficult for the US to target and attack.

- In short, the US may be developing effective intelligence, targeting, and kill capabilities. It did little more in Afghanistan, however, than bang away at hardened targets with unknown psychological and deterrent effects.
Hard Target Kill Weapons

- During the fighting, the US placed a great deal of public emphasis on its use of bombs and weapons that had been specially configured to attack caves and other hardened targets. Those weapons included the use of the 15,000-pound “Daisy Cutter” against a mountain face with a number of caves.

- They included the GBU-28 “bunker buster,” a 5,000-pound bomb originally developed during the Gulf War to kill hard targets like the shelters used by Saddam Hussein. This weapon uses a GPS or laser guidance system and can use software to produce a deep dive to increase its penetrating capability. Additionally, the weapon has been given a new cap with an elongated spike made of a nickel-cobalt-steel alloy that can double the penetration of the weapon against some buried surfaces.

- Other such weapons include the GBU-15, GBU-24, and GBU-27. Also used was the AGM-130 rocket propelled bomb - a 2,900-pound weapon with a similar warhead that F-15Es can fire at ranges of 40 miles from a target and which has both GPS and video camera guidance.

- The most striking such weapon was new form of fuel-air explosive, the BLU-118/B thermobaric munition, which was dropped on March 2, 2002 against Al-Qaeda and Taliban targets near Gardez, on the same day the USAF flew its first A-10 sorties in close air support missions out of bases in Pakistan.

- Like the earlier FAE weapons, the BLU-118/B uses a fuel-rich chemical mixture to combat, rather than detonate, in a way that produces a long duration, high temperature pulse that creates an extremely high overpressure that can kill people (10-lbs per square inch) and damage vehicles (50-lbs per square inch). It uses the same penetrating warhead as the 2,000-pound BLU-109 bomb and can be used on GBU-15 glide bombs, GBD-24 laser-guided bombs, and AGM-130 air-to-ground missiles.

- The BLU-118/B is a first generation weapon, however, and much more sophisticated forms of this weapon are under development for hard target kills.

- The USAF prepared 50 AGM-86D cruise missiles with hard-target kill warheads, but may not have used them.

- US special operations soldiers may have also made use of an experimental specialty cannon called the Deep Digger, which is designed to eat into caves and bunkers by using a rapid series of explosions and secondary explosions.

- No advanced unattended ground sensors or airborne sensors for characterizing hard targets were ready or deployed. Such systems are under development.
One way the United States is dealing with the problems posed by hardened targets is by developing a new 30,000-pound, precision-guided bomb, which will be the largest weapon of its type in the US inventory. The bomb will be carried by the B-2, and may be ready for service in time for a possible conflict with Iraq.
Hard Target Kill versus Dispersal, Civilian Cover, and Deception

- Hard target sheltering is the most expensive challenge to precision air power, and creates a fixed, high cost asset that tends to offer high value to air attackers.

- Semi-hardening and dispersal will often be more cost effective.

- Developing countries are building more and more “semi-hard” shelters as part of urban development.

- Closing the roof, using civilian buildings, going deep in underground parking garages off additional ways of defeating air power.

- The use of human shields, deploying forces and equipment in populated areas, critical civilian facilities as shelters, decoys, deception and propaganda will grow steadily more sophisticated with time.

- Miniaturization, dispersal, cell-like structure, mobile C4I/BM/ISR assets all offer additional tools to the defender. Iraq’s mobile BW laboratories are a case in point.

- Even when physical damage is possible, target characterization, BDA, and “effects-based” analysis may be difficult or impossible.

- Microwave weapons, unattended sensors, interdiction or destruction of associated systems, special forces raids, inspection, and penetrators are in a duel with hardening.

- HARDENING IS ONE PART OF AN INTERACTIVE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW FORMS OF PASSIVE DEFENSE THAT CAN LIMIT THE VALUE OF PRECISION AND IMPROVED ISR CAPABILITY.
Power Projection
Power Projection and Force Transformation

- The Afghan War has again demonstrated the need to be able to rapidly project land and air power at very long distances. It demonstrated the value of strategic airlift and long-range strike capability, and the ability to operate with limited forward basing. At the same time, it has confirmed the value of light and special operations forces in counterterrorism efforts and some forms of asymmetric warfare.

- Additionally, the conflict in Afghanistan has demonstrated that major regional contingencies/wars in which the US must fight against heavy armor and heavily defended airspace are only one type of possible scenario in a changing spectrum of potential conflicts.

- An Air Force study anticipates an increase in the need for strategic airlift capabilities and call for the purchase of 60 new C-17 cargo planes. The USAF estimates that of 5,500 missions in Afghanistan, the C-17 was involved in 2,872. Additionally, it claims that C-17s have transported roughly 44,000 personnel, 100,000 tons of cargo, 636 medical patients, and 565 Al Qaeda and Taliban detainees.

- During the fighting in Afghanistan, the US has relied heavily on strategic airlift capabilities to transport forces and equipment to the battlefield and forward staging areas. The heavy reliance on airlift capabilities, however, has revealed several shortcomings in US airlift capability.

- The Marine’s fleet of roughly 50 KC-130’s is aging and in need of serious maintenance and upgrades. As of January, a majority of the KC-130s in Afghanistan were not equipped with night-vision equipment and the advanced radar systems used in combat aircraft. Because the aircraft are vulnerable to attacks from shoulder-launched missiles - a popular weapon among Al Qaeda and Taliban fighters - they have been forced to fly only at night, making night navigation capabilities essential. A lack of night-vision and terrain avoidance radar was cited by the DoD as a major factor leading to a January 9 accident in which a KC-130 crashed into the side of a mountain in Afghanistan. The KC-130J, the next generation of the aircraft, is equipped with the necessary night navigation equipment. The lack of such equipment on current aircraft, however, suggests that the military must focus additional funding on improving operational effectiveness.

- While Afghanistan did not stress the total pool of US airlift assets, it did indicate how critical having adequate total lift capacity can be in larger wars. It is important to note in this regard, that various war games show that the US is ten to fifteen million ton miles short of a requirement for total strategic lift capacity, which is 54.5 million ton miles.

- The US is now buying C-17s at the rate of one a month to fill this gap, and the C-17 showed in Afghanistan that its ability to use relatively unimproved airfields does give it a practical advantage. The US has an inventory of roughly 120 C-17s and plans to buy
60-120 more. It is also replacing the engines and updating the avionics on its 23 aging C-5s, and seeking to buy 150 more C-130J tactical airlift aircraft.\footnote{102}

- US airlift would still, however, be under severe strain to support one major regional contingency through at least 2019.\footnote{103}
Power Projection: The Value of Strike Range

- Aircraft range is of limited importance when forward bases are available, but the US could not initially deploy combat aircraft into bases in Central Asia and Pakistan, and had no bases available in Pakistan.

- The US did acquire such capabilities over time, and was able to build up major facilities in the forward area at Bagram Air Base in Afghanistan, “Ganci” Air Base near the Manas Airport in Kyrgyzstan, and in Pakistan.

- This lack of forward basing initially limited US attack helicopter operations and meant that shorter-range aircraft like the A-10 and AV-8 were only committed after the fall of Kabul.

- It was a key factor that forced F-18s, F-14s, and other fighters to fly extremely long missions from carriers in the Indian Ocean and a heavy reliance on refueling as well as long-range bombers.

- The fact that the US could deploy so many fighters at such long distances early in the war and refuel and maintain them over time is a considerable achievement.

- It is not, however, a substitute for aircraft range, and the conditions in Afghanistan showed that the ability to loiter over a target area can be equally important.

- The range of many US fighters and strike fighters is, marginal for such missions. It could also be a problem in other areas where access to adequate basing is uncertain, like the Persian Gulf. In some ways, US air power is still too divided into fighters, which are best suited for European and littoral operations, and long-range bombers.

- Afghanistan is a warning that the range and endurance of the US strike fighter fleet may be inadequate, and that the US may have left a “range gap” between strike fighter and bomber.
Power Projection: Mid-Air Refueling

- The conflict in Afghanistan also provided another lesson in the vital importance of mid-air refueling operations and US tanker forces.

- However, of the USAF’s fleet of 545 KC-135 refueling aircraft, 130 were grounded as of April 2002 due to structural problems and other maintenance issues. This has led to a debate over the need to replace the aircraft even though most should still have substantial flying life.

- The USAF is currently examining the possibility of leasing up to 100 modified Boeing 767 aircraft to decrease the demands on refueling tankers, however, a long-term solution that reduces overall dependence on USAF refueling assets has yet to be developed. Such a solution will be necessary to ensure future US power projection capabilities, especially in conflicts where the battlefield is located far from US aircraft bases.

- While the stealth characteristics of the B-2 only had marginal value in this war, Afghanistan is also a warning that long-range stealth capabilities may be far more critical in the future. Enemies with advanced air defense systems are not going to let conventional fighters loiter over the battlefield or refuel.

- In order to refuel, F/A-18s and F-14s were forced to descend to 17,000 feet. After refueling and returning to their previous altitude, however, the aircraft had utilized almost as much fuel as had just been added to their tanks.

- The US may also find that not all countries will be as cooperative as Pakistan and the nations of Central Asia have been and that long-range stealth capability may be necessary to allow US air power to “intrude” through the air space of third party countries.
Power Projection: The Weightlifting Contest in Transforming Ground Forces

- Under the current Army transformation plans, some of the equipment problems that US troops encountered may be resolved as early as 2008. The Army is currently developing the Objective Force Warrior with the goal of decreasing by half the weight of the equipment that soldiers carry.

- Like many elements of the Army’s future Objective Force, the Objective Force Warrior is highly dependent on the development of new technologies, including a uniform equipped with a micro-climate conditioning system which will allow soldiers to operate comfortably in both hot and cold environments similar to the environmental extremes encountered by soldiers during Operation Anaconda. In addition to protecting soldiers from weather conditions, the uniform would be designed to protect troops from the effects of chemical or biological weapons.

- During Operation Anaconda, ground forces often became overburdened by the weight and amount of weaponry that they were carrying. Soldiers report that in order to move more quickly they were forced to discard some of their equipment. In one instance, several Special Forces troops scaling the side of a mountain were forced to discard their body armor because it significantly inhibited their ability to ascend the steep mountainside.

- Based on these common experiences and difficulties, it will be essential for the Army to re-examine basic equipment and weapon characteristics. Ground forces in fighting situations like Anaconda face several challenges and require an effective means of defending themselves and attacking the enemy. Their equipment should not become an impediment to their survival or achievement of the main objectives of the mission.

- As part of the development of the Objective Force Warrior, weapons made out of ultra-light materials would replace the M-16A2 rifle, M-4 carbine, and M-249 Squad Automatic Weapon. The new generation of weapons, while having similar capabilities, is being designed to weigh roughly 35% less than the current set of weapons.

- Also being developed as part of the Objective Force Warrior are alternative energy technologies, such as light-weight fuel cells, that will power high-tech sensors and replace heavy batteries which currently weigh down soldiers. The new sensors will monitor the battlefield environment as well as the physical health of the troops in the field, allowing medics outside of the battlefield to provide advice regarding troop readiness and injuries. A final component of the new uniform is development of a camouflage technology that can adapt to the environment in which the troops are operating so as to maximize their concealment.

- A major additional component of the Objective Future Warrior program is the development of a robotic ATV that will follow troops and carry roughly 500 pounds of
equipment. While this may be practical in a more traditional battlefield setting, it is questionable whether such a vehicle would be of use to ground forces engaging an enemy in mountainous terrain which is difficult for humans, let alone robotic vehicles, to manage.
**Common Base Operations**

- One area that clearly needs review is the lack of effective US planning for common Base Operations Support (BOS) in joint doctrine and procedures.

- Some analysts feel the integration of conventional land forces and special operations forces (SOF) at the support level at austere bases was not a pretty story and helped lead to a surprisingly slow build-up of SOF teams in Afghanistan.

- There seems to be good reason to question whether each service or service component should rely as much on having its own base support as is the case today.

- The US also needs to carefully examine the tendency to “gold plate” the basing capabilities for some combat and support elements, while leaving others austere, and the tendency to use different levels of force protection for different services and components.

- Specialization is one thing, duplication is another, and joint-basing may offer significant savings as well as increase the speed of power projection.
Joint Warfare, Coalition Warfare, and Interoperability
Joint Warfare: Its Changing Nature and the Combined Arms Mix

- Virtually every major recent war has shown the growing value of joint operations and of integrating land-air-sea operations in ways adapted to the needs of a given conflict.

- Like Kosovo, however, the Afghan conflict has shown that a combination of precision air and missile strike capability, coupled with greatly improved intelligence and targeting systems, can, in some contingencies, provide much of the heavy firepower that previously had to be provided by artillery and armor.

- It is dangerous to over-generalize, since much depended in both wars on near air supremacy and the ability to engage enemy ground forces in ways that allowed them to make only limited or no use of their armor or artillery against US and allied forces – aside from targeting local allies and proxies.

- The nature of the air-land battle seems to have evolved significantly, even in terms of the standards of a comparatively recent conflict like Kosovo. Yet, if the opponent had had more serious military capabilities, US and British land forces might have had to spend several weeks winning air superiority and carrying out the suppression of enemy air defense (SEAD) mission.

- They could also have added more attack helicopters and gunships to the battle, and possibly lighter and more mobile artillery and armor – although this presented equipment, lift, and mobility problems for both the Army and Marine Corps. (The Army lacks sufficient light armored vehicles (LAVs) and even all terrain vehicles (ATVs) for its special operations forces, and Marine Corps light mechanized forces are still too tied to amphibious operations and need better ability to project force via airlift.).

- The US and Britain could also have added more highly trained special operations forces, forward air controllers, and experts with local language and cultural skills. Such forces obviously cannot substitute for heavy ground forces in many contingencies, but it is important to note that the Afghan war, per se, is not an argument for lighter tanks and artillery, nor for lighter and more projectable mechanized ground forces. This poses an obvious challenge in restructuring the Marine Corps for operations in the Middle East, and possibly challenges the relative roles of the Marine Corps and the Army.

- Key to any joint operation is an advanced communication network, capable of transmitting data between unmanned and manned sensor aircraft, ground forces, combat aircraft, and commanders.

- The fighting in Afghanistan marks a step forward in the development of such a seamless communications system. However, it is important to note that the enemy in
Afghanistan did not have the technological capabilities to interfere with and disable that system. Indeed, while the fighting in Afghanistan shows us that a communications network that integrates information from many different forces is feasible in a non-hostile environment, it has not proven whether such a communications network can withstand an electronic or physical assault from a more advanced foe.
Jointness: The “New” Air-Ground Linkage

- Working versions of the J-8 JSTARS
- Full integration of GPS
- Advanced laser illuminators
- Shadow surveillance drone
- New communication network called "Force 21 Battle Command, Brigade and Below"
- Tactical intelligence readouts and down-uplinks at many levels
- Improved Apache tank-killing helicopter.
Joint Warfare: Operation Anaconda: Bomber and Attack Helicopter Lessons

- The next phase of Operation Anaconda was largely air based, with B-52 heavy bombers dropping 2,000- and 500-pound bombs on Al Qaeda targets in the valley and along the mountains. Additionally, the US successfully utilized two new 2,000-pound thermobaric bombs, which, when fired into a cave, expel the oxygen and suffocate any hidden fighters. Following this stage of the battle, US ground forces were able to operate effectively, and over the next two weeks successfully located and destroyed enemy positions in the valley.  

- Though the use of airpower during the initial days of the operation was essential, some observers argue that the need for intense air support revealed serious shortcomings in the capabilities of light ground forces. A recent report analyzing the Army’s performance in Afghanistan cites a lack of artillery as a major shortcoming of the operations in Afghanistan.

- During Operation Anaconda, ground forces did not have the option of using artillery to target and destroy entrenched enemy positions. Army troops had to rely on their own mortars, as well as air support from AH-64 Apache helicopters and combat aircraft, to eliminate the enemy threat. In many cases, it took a direct hit from a 2,000-pound bomb to take out an enemy position.

- Unlike aircraft flying at higher altitudes, the Apache’s were easily targeted and hit by small arms fire and rocket propelled grenades from Al Qaeda and Taliban fighters. Nevertheless, the Apache helicopters were more effective than fixed-winged aircraft at destroying enemy positions. Following Operation Anaconda, A-10 aircraft were dispatched to the region to further support Apache operations.

- Five AH-64 Apache gunships were called in to suppress enemy gunfire, but several quickly became damaged and were forced to withdraw. While additional helicopters, including the US Marine Corps Super Cobra, were deployed to provide support and cover for the ground forces, they did not operate at optimal levels due to the extreme elevations at which the battle was occurring. Limitations on the helicopters’ abilities to loiter over the combat area and the inability of the helicopters to hover in relatively stationary positions negatively affected their targeting ability, thereby decreasing the accuracy of the helicopters’ fire.

- Adaptations had to be made to the Apache helicopters. Originally designed to attack Soviet armor at night, the weapons systems were modified to increase their effectiveness at hitting entrenched ground forces. The high altitude of the operation, however, forced Apache pilots to engage in maneuvers that decreased their ability to accurately target ground positions.
Joint Warfare: The Use of Carriers and Surface Ships as “Bases” for Special Operations Forces and Land Operations

- As successful as USN carrier operations were during the fighting in Afghanistan, they were heavily dependent on USAF air assets based in Bahrain, Qatar, the UAE, and Oman.

- Even during the Gulf War, questions arose about the need for longer-range carrier strike attack aircraft that could carry more weapons, deliver them with maximum accuracy, avoid having to return with munitions loads or dump munitions, and reduce the burden on USAF refueling assets.

- The Afghan campaign saw the use of the aircraft carrier Kitty Hawk as a forward staging base (AFSB) for special operations assets. These included more than 1,000 personnel from the Navy SEALS, US Army and USAF special operations units, Army Green Berets, 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment, and the rotary aircraft that accompany these forces such as the MH-60 Blackhawk, MH-47 Chinook, and MH-53 Pave Low.116

- This allowed better command and control of special operations forces, provided joint basing and command facilities, and allowed for better management of helicopter assets. At the same time, however, it reduced, by one, the number of carriers available for standard operations, decreased overall Navy strike capability, affected training schedules, and forced other carriers to compensate for its absence by extending their own deployments.117

- The Navy is exploring options that will allow this to occur without affecting overall carrier strike capabilities and readiness. One option being considered is delaying the decommissioning of the USS Constellation and refitting it for use by special operations forces. Another option involves taking a large medium speed roll-on/roll-off ship and easily converting it to handle helicopters in addition to its current transport and cargo capabilities. A final option is to lease a commercial vessel and modify its hull to meet the necessary specifications for use as an AFSB.

- Using Marine Corps amphibious vessels in this regard might help push the Corps towards creating true special operations units and integrating their operations with the other services.
Joint Warfare: The Artillery Versus Airpower Debate: 
Shensiki versus Franks

- Given the rugged terrain in and around the Shah-i-Kot Valley, it is questionable how successful the Army would have been in deploying artillery.

- Army Chief of Staff, General Eric Shinseki, testified before the Senate Armed Services Committee that he felt artillery, such as the Crusader, would have provided ground forces with necessary “suppressive fires” in significantly less time than it took for aircraft to respond.

- While it took 25 minutes for aircraft to provide support, Shinseki testified that it would only take the Crusader roughly three minutes to provide support to ground forces in a similar situation. Citing the fact that 28 of 36 casualties during the operation were due to indirect mortar fire, Shinseki said that artillery would have been the most effective method of supporting ground forces.\textsuperscript{118}

- General Tommy Franks, head of US CENTCOM, however, disagreed with Shinseki’s assessment, stating that the notion of transporting and positioning a number of Crusader howitzers for use during Operation Anaconda was “mind boggling.”

- Franks, testifying before the Senate defense appropriations subcommittee, stated that several factors, including lift-availability, the altitude at which the battle was occurring, and the munition trajectory characteristics of a weapon, must be considered when determining whether or not to deploy artillery. Based on these factors, Franks concluded that mortars were a more appropriate weapon for use during Operation Anaconda.\textsuperscript{119}

- At least one officer in the 101\textsuperscript{st} Airborne Division’s 3\textsuperscript{rd} Brigade was ambiguous in commenting on the issue. He noted that lift and basing requirements prevented the unit from bringing its eighteen M-109 (155mm) howitzers into the theater, as well as some of its UH-60 helicopters. He also noted that light, 105mm towed howitzers weigh only 4,400 pounds and expressed his opinion that moving them to the battlefield would not have delayed or complicated operations.

- Additionally, he noted that artillery weapons have to be secured and require support and that 120mm mortars are more mobile. He also noted that such mortars have an effective range of 7,200 meters (or about half that of the 105mm howitzer) and must be moved, supported, and resupplied much further forward, often under much more difficult resupply and force protection conditions.\textsuperscript{120} It is interesting to note that the 82\textsuperscript{nd} Airborne Division did bring its artillery to the theater when it replaced the 101\textsuperscript{st}.\textsuperscript{121}
Joint Warfare: “Asset Integration” and New Approaches to Land Warfare

- It is clear that far more can be done to improve the integration of US sensors, battle management systems, strike platforms, communications, and the use of precision weapons in the future. Many of the US efforts during the Afghan conflict were improvised, relatively crude, and scarcely set the standard for the level of progress that can be achieved in “closing the loop.”

- A number of analysts have since argued that the advances in battle management/ISR have reached the point where platforms are less important than achieving a broad fusion of battle management/ISR, and that precision strike assets that can be used to strike as effectively as possible in near-real time, regardless of the age of the launch platform.\[121\]

- While much does depend on the sophistication of the opponent’s air forces and air defense assets, stealth, and long-range stand-off munitions; the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and unmanned aerial combat vehicles (UACVs) offers a potential way to use such techniques even against sophisticated opponents. At the same time, land systems, like the High Mobility Artillery Rocket System, Netfires, and precision-guided artillery shells could provide land firepower capabilities with equal precision-fire capability and more mobility and ease of power projection than existing artillery systems.

- Though development of unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) lags behind that of UAVs, in part because of the difficult nature of ground navigation, UGVs could offer further enhancements to already existing sensor and weapon platforms.\[122\]

- During the war in Afghanistan, the United States utilized robots in a combat situation for the first time.\[123\] US soldiers used four robots, called PackBots, to reconnoiter 26 caves, four bunkers, an ammunition cache, and a building complex.\[124\] The PackBots can be fitted with as many as twelve video cameras, and can also employ a grenade launcher and a 12-guage shotgun.\[125\] The end result could be what some call “asset integration” and the creation of forces that combine land-air-sea systems into a near-real time mix of capabilities to “target-strike-assess-retarget-and re-strike” with an efficiency that has never been previously achieved.\[126\] It would extend joint warfare and combined arms to a new level.

- Senior US Army officers also feel that such systems may be a key to force transformation for the Army. Rather than having to use a substantial number of forces to secure flank areas – forces which need heavy armor and artillery -, the Army could rely on sensors to avoid surprise and counter maneuver before the enemy could react.

- Air and missile power would substitute for heavy forces in many contingencies and air mobility would allow rapid maneuvering to strike at the most critical aspects of enemy
ground force operations. The result could be smaller, faster, and more effective ground units that would also be much easier and faster to deploy and would require much less logistic and service support.
Joint Warfare: The Artillery Versus Airpower Debate: Is There a Lesson?

- The debate between Shinseki and Franks represents the larger debate over the practical uses of artillery in non-conventional settings. While having the Crusader or another howitzer present during Operation Anaconda would have been of assistance to ground forces, it is unlikely that the Army would have been able to transport it there. Even in the most ideal weather conditions – and the initial days of Operation Anaconda saw some of the worst winter weather that Afghanistan offers -- it would have taken several days to transport such heavy equipment to such a high altitude.

- If one of the lessons of Operation Anaconda is the need for artillery support even in rugged battle environments, then a complimentary lesson is the need for lighter, more agile equipment that makes the use of such artillery possible. Indeed, the demands placed on the Army during Operation Anaconda provide additional evidence in support of the Army transformation effort already underway.[127]

- Equally important is the fact that, in the real world, hard trade-offs have to be made for resource reasons. The Crusader was designed at a time where unguided artillery rounds would dominate artillery fire. The US has at least five guided, 155mm artillery shells under development, and some, such as Excalibur and the Trajectory Correctable Munition, have a range in excess of 30 miles.[128]

- It is far too soon to know whether a combination of light artillery weapons, tactical ISR assets, and guided artillery rounds can provide a far more cost-effective solution than traditional upgrades to heavy artillery platforms. It also, however, seems dangerous to rush into the procurement of extremely costly and heavy legacy systems.
Joint Warfare: Remote Command and Intelligence Lessons

- A complicated command structure that was dispersed over a wide area with key links back in the US added to communications problems. USCENTCOM did not decide to create a joint task force headquarters until May 2002, when one was created at Bagram.  

- In fact, a number of reports - including an analysis of the course of the war by the Marine Corps - seem to have concluded that USCENTCOM’s headquarters in Tampa, Florida, some 7,000 miles away, was too far away to coordinate operations in Afghanistan. (In February, the top Marine general commanding operations in Afghanistan had moved closer to the theater, from Hawaii to Bahrain.)

- While Operation Anaconda was a joint operation, special operations soldiers from each service were not under joint command. Information relayed from one group of forces to a commander sometimes did not get relayed back out into the field to another group of forces.

- Overall, observers believe that the type of mission conducted by forces in Operation Anaconda indicates the need for higher-bandwidth and more closely linked communication systems, which will provide ground forces with up-to-date information on enemy and friendly positions.

- Additionally, analysts urge the Army to upgrade its “common operational picture,” which currently provides commanders UAV imagery of ongoing operations. The key to using such technology effectively does not lie simply in mainstreaming the collection process, but also in training officers to rapidly analyze it and adapt their mission plans as needed.

- In evaluating the intelligence operation that assisted the military in planning and executing Operation Anaconda, US military officers argued that despite some inaccuracies, human intelligence played a pivotal role in the success of the mission.

- Lt. Colonel Dave Gray, chief of operations for Operation Anaconda, noted the importance of combining human intelligence with other technical sources. He said that human intelligence was used to confirm observations from surveillance aircraft. Additionally, noting the surprisingly fierce resistance that US forces faced during the first days of Anaconda, Gray argued that limitations in technical intelligence gathering create a continued need for accurate human intelligence, both before and during a battle.
Coalition Warfare: The Value of Coalition Warfare and Mission-Oriented Interoperability

- In the past, the US has paid more attention to seeking technological clones or doing it alone than to using its specialized, high technology strengths in ways which make it easier to operate with less-well-equipped Western and regional allied forces. This may well have been too narrow, if not the wrong, approach to coalition warfare and interoperability in many mission areas.

- Recent wars have repeatedly demonstrated the value of coalition warfare in every aspect of operations from power projection to combat.

- The US and British experience in Afghanistan may indicate that the US and NATO have overstressed the high technology and high investment aspects of coalition warfare and interoperability, and paid too little attention to the value of being able to draw on a pool of highly trained, lighter forces, like the SAS, or their Australian, Canadian, German, and other equivalents.

- Light, highly trained allied forces, like the SAS, could be highly effective without expensive high technology equipment, standardization, and interoperability. Similarly, relatively primitive allied local ground forces could be very effective substitutes for US ground forces when given the support of US Special Forces and advisors and effective air and missile strike capability. This is a lesson that emerged in a different way from the role that the KLA and other Kosovar forces played in Kosovo.

- The same may be true of the value of using limited numbers of highly trained advisors, forward air controllers, and targeteers on the ground, along with rapid transfers of low and medium technology arms to strengthen local forces.

- There were significant initial problems in deploying allied forces. The basing, transportation, and support systems available at the start of the campaign limited US ability to accept allied forces.

- So did the lack of language training, command and control assets, cross-training in the use of US ISR equipment and battle management techniques, and problems in combat rescue and force protection capabilities. Most allied forces lacked strategic mobility and sustainability and the US was no organized to use many of the assets other countries offered.

- The lack of a clear US nation-building plan, and prior allied planning for such a mission, also meant that the US was relatively slow to recognize the importance of nation-building and peace keeping support.

- The situation changed radically as time went on, however, and the value of allied forces became clear.
• By June 2002, twenty nations had deployed more than 16,000 troops to the U.S. Central Command’s region of responsibility. In Afghanistan alone, coalition partners contributed more than 7,000 troops to Operation Enduring Freedom and to the International Security Assistance Force in Kabul – making up more than half of the 14,000 non-Afghan forces in Afghanistan.
Coalition Warfare: Possible Lessons for Lower-Cost Interoperability

• NATO has always had a de facto high-low force structure and mission-orientation.

• Advances in electronics and lower-cost precision systems like the JDAM can change the cost of integrating allied forces into to US war plan and ISR network.

• The “low side” of coalition warfare could mean:
  o Not buying advanced ISR capabilities.
  o Not attempting to carry out the SEAD mission or to buy forces that can survive in an intact S-300/S-400 air defense environment.
  o Retaining existing platforms longer, avoiding “stealth-like” platforms, and concentrating on ISR, munitions, and readiness.
  o Looking for lower cost UAVs.
  o Reducing power projection problems by concentrating on precision strike, minimizing F-22 air-to-air combat missions.
  o Focusing on missions near the FEBA, rather than deep penetration.
  o Creating a NATO series of “standards” for such missions.
  o Matching light ground components to such missions.

• The “high side” could mean plug in and play interoperability in a US/NATO/EU force mix for advanced combat or special mission aircraft avoiding the costs and force structure impact of sovereign air forces and freeing resources to buy advanced modern systems.
Targeting, Intelligence, and Battle Damage Assessment
Key Evolving Issues in Targeting, Intelligence, and Battle Damage Assessment

- During the Gulf War, Desert Fox, and again in Afghanistan, the US faced several major problems in using its strike power effectively that will not be solved with better sensors and command, control, communications, and information (C4I) systems.

- US ability to locate some kinds of targets is far better than its ability to characterize them, judge their importance, or assess the level of damage it did to their functional capabilities once it strikes them. These include:
  - Hard targets.
  - Urban/MOBA buildings.
    - Vehicles/weapons not directly involved in combat and “dead” or inactive vehicles/weapons in combat.
  - Infantry targets of all kinds, especially dispersed and entrenched.
  - Concealable high value targets like CBRN weapons and delivery systems: LOW/LUA forces.
  - Many kinds of terrorist and asymmetric warfare forces and elements.
  - Cheap, low value facilities.
  - Military forces intermingled with civilians.

- The US did not demonstrate during the Gulf War, Desert Fox, or in Afghanistan that it had a valid doctrine for striking at leadership, infrastructure, and civilian C3I, LOC, and other rear area strategic targets. It essentially guessed at their importance and bombed for effect. It is unclear that “effects-based” planning really solves the problem.
The Myth of Target Characterization

- US ability to characterize sheltered and closed-in targets remains weak, as does its ability to assess and strike at hardened targets.

- This remains a major problem in the case of nations that make extensive use of such facilities, like Iraq and Iran, but it is important to note that US sensors and teams on the ground never succeeded in characterizing many much simpler Taliban and Al Qaeda facilities, such as caves.

  - For example, the Navy SEAL team that explored the cave complex at Zhawar Kili in February had no idea that it would turn out to be the largest complex yet uncovered and had to physically enter the area to determine that the US air strikes on the facility had little or no effect and left large stocks of supplies intact.\[^{134}\]

- The US has better ability to assess physical damage to surface buildings, but limited ability to assess damage to their contents. Its ability to assess functional damage to complex systems, like land-based air defense systems, and the resulting degree of degradation in their operational capabilities, is also generally weak.

- The US had major problems in these areas in the Gulf War, Kosovo, and in ten years of strikes against the Iraqi air defense system. The US had – and still has -- major problems in locating key targets, like the leadership of hostile powers or the facilities and forces related to weapons of mass destruction.
The Myth of Battle Damage Assessment

- To be blunt, the US military services and intelligence community simply do not have a credible battle damage assessment capability.

- They use an ever-changing set of rules that transform vague and inadequate damage indicators into detailed estimates by category and type.

- Their rules and methods have only crude analytic controls and cannot survive simple review methods, like blind testing.

- They rely heavily on imagery that cannot look inside buildings and shelters, which often cannot tell whether a weapon was inactive or had already been damaged by other kinds of fire, and which is essentially worthless in estimating infantry and human casualties.

- No evidence solved problem of major weapon BDA and kill exposed in Kosovo.
Intelligence and Strategic Reconnaissance (ISR), and C4I/BM: Closing the Loop and the Limits of Capability
ISR: Operation Anaconda: The Limits of Capability

- In March 2002, US and friendly Afghan forces initiated Operation Anaconda, the first large ground operation involving significant US forces, with the intention of eliminating Al Qaeda forces that had been massing in a 60-square mile portion of the Shah-I-Kot Valley near the Afghanistan-Pakistan border.

- The terrain, which is characterized by steep mountains, presented an ideal environment for the Al Qaeda fighters to operate in, providing them with significant cover as well as numerous options for escape.

- In developing the battle plan for Anaconda, senior defense officials spent several weeks analyzing data gathered from ISR missions in the region. As events unfolded, however, intelligence shortcomings became apparent.

- Throughout the early stages of the operation, US planners appear to have underestimated the size and strength of the enemy force that they would be facing. This, in part, can be attributed to their reliance on a small group of local Afghan commanders and informants who may have painted an inaccurate picture of the enemy.\(^{135}\)

- Even the most advanced ISR technology has its limitations, which underscore the importance of developing accurate human intelligence. UAVs and other sensor platforms, while providing detailed imagery of the battlefield, cannot “see” through mountains and under heavy brush to reveal well-hidden enemy positions.

- As the fighting progressed, initial estimates of “several hundred” fighters were later increased to roughly 1,000.\(^{136}\) In addition to underestimating the size of the enemy force, mission planners were also unaware of the fighters’ exact locations and unsure of whether the dispersed nature of the enemy fighters was planned.\(^{137}\) ISR data failed to reflect the presence of several well-fortified enemy fighters on the eastern ridge of the valley where US forces were to be deployed.\(^{138}\)

- The events that transpired during the initial day of Operation Anaconda provide several lessons.

  - In addition to revealing continued shortcomings in US ISR capabilities, they call into question the effectiveness of US airpower in destroying well-entrenched enemy positions.

  - By choosing the mountainous valley as the battlefield, Al Qaeda was able to maximize its asymmetric advantage. If the US is to be successful against dispersed forces in future instances, it must develop means of more precisely determining their location so as to avoid accidentally sending soldiers into heavily entrenched enemy positions as was the case during the initial days of Operation Anaconda.\(^{139}\)
Throughout the fighting on that day (and throughout the entire operation) US commanders were forced to alter battle plans and ground forces were forced to constantly adapt to a rapidly changing situation in which their equipment was inappropriate or an impediment to their progress.
ISR: “Closing the Sensor to Shooter Loop” to Near-Real Time: Improved Intelligence, Targeting, Precision Strike, Assessment and Re-strike Capabilities

• The US ability to use ISR data to conduct precision strikes with both precision-guided weapons and area ordnance, and then, at least partially, assess damage as well as retarget and re-strike almost immediately, did involve a wide range of advances in tactics and technology. The US was able to “close the loop” in conducting air and missile strikes in near-real time.

• It was a further development of techniques that owe their origins to the use of spotter aircraft and kill boxes in the Gulf War, and which were significantly further developed in Kosovo.

• A number of the tactical encounters between US and Al Qaeda forces have shown that it is now possible for air power to be far more effective and responsive in the close support of missions and for precision weapons to act as a partial substitute for artillery under conditions in which the enemy does not have high quality, short-range air defenses or large numbers of heavy weapons.

• A combination of fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft performed such missions well during the fighting at Tora Bora. In the current of phase of the fighting, however, US military officials concede that airpower is of limited use in locating and destroying small, dispersed pockets of Al Qaeda and Taliban fighters. Indeed, rapid “surgical” strikes by ground troops remain a more effective option for combating a dispersed enemy.
ISR: Dealing with Mobile Targets

- Senior defense officials believe that the fighting in Afghanistan shows that, since the Gulf War, the US has made significant advances in addressing the problem of identifying and destroying mobile targets.

- During the Gulf War, the USAF and Navy unsuccessfully targeted Iraq’s Scud missiles, flying 1,460 sorties that failed to destroy a single missile battery. In contrast, during the fighting in Afghanistan, the US Navy attacked 2,500 mobile targets and has claimed to have achieved a 65% hit rate.

- As of June 2002, the Navy claimed that aircraft had struck 2,000 mobile targets. Experts attribute this significant achievement to the use of improved precision munitions and communications technology, as well as the use of UAVs to gather target information. Air Force officials also cite the presence of special operations personnel, who could more readily identify mobile targets from the ground, as crucial to the success of the air missions over Afghanistan.

- The use of satellite-guided smart bombs, which are accurate regardless of weather conditions, along with reliance on the Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System (JSTARS), which can track several mobile targets simultaneously, contributed to the increased level of success in hitting mobile targets. Based on the successful integration of ground and air forces in pursuit of mobile targets, it is likely that “Scud hunting” may be a key feature of any future conflict with Iraq.

- In Afghanistan, targeting data from JSTARS was fed directly to F-15E pilots, allowing them to respond quickly and strike targets before their locations changed. Though UAVs, such as the Global Hawk, were able to provide imagery of mobile targets, a means to transmit such information directly to USAF and Navy pilots has yet to be developed.

- Currently, UAV information is transmitted to the CAOC in Saudi Arabia where analysts determine potential targets and relay specific target coordinates to the battlefield. Military officials describe the CAOC as an essential component that has greatly enhanced US efforts in Afghanistan. As a hub of communications between unmanned and manned aircraft, it provided commanders with a complete, up-to-date picture of the battlefield.

- If the USAF and Navy are to further increase the percent of successful hits to mobile targets, it will be necessary to reduce the “sensor-to-shooter” time between UAVs and fighters by developing direct lines of communication between the unmanned and manned aircraft. Some steps have been taken to address this issue, as evidenced by the USAF’s linking of Predator imagery directly to the cockpit of AC-130 gunships.
• This, in turn, has allowed the gunship crews to determine the location of targets and the features of the surrounding areas before actually arriving at the target areas. Much work, however, remains to be done.
ISR: The Decision Time Problem

• Some analysts feel that the Afghan conflict shows that reducing decision time is now a critical issue.

• They feel that changes to the sensor-to-shooter cycle suggest that the Find-Fix-Track-Target-Attack-Assess (FFTTAA) parts of the sensor-to-shooter cycle have improved so much since Desert Storm and Kosovo that US forces now have the ability to find, classify and put ordinance on targets before those targets can get away.

• For instance, while in Desert Storm it took, in a particular instance, 80 minutes to complete the sensor-to-shooter cycle when identifying and targeting an SA-2 site, in Afghanistan sensor-to-shooter times decreased, on average, to just twenty minutes.\textsuperscript{[47]}

• Indeed, in Afghanistan it was not these problems that caused US aircraft to miss opportunities to destroy targets. Rather, it was the “decision time” necessary to get authorization to act which cost opportunities to engage legitimate targets because of the time it took to make the decision to attack.

• They feel that examination of the data and lessons learned during the war will show that decision time has become the “long pole in the tent.” Shortening the decision segment of the cycle would have a major effect on our future ability to strike time-sensitive targets and, therefore, improve future combat effectiveness.\textsuperscript{[48]}

• This issue is rooted in the problem of command authority and the rules of engagement (ROE) as promulgated, interpreted and acted upon – more specifically the extent to which the decision authority should be delegated to subordinate components and/or operational/tactical levels of command.

• Afghanistan (like every other conflict) has unique political aspects: the extent and perceptions of collateral damage were very important in the broader context of how the international Muslim community (and others) would react to US operations against a terrorist network that happened to be associated with Muslims.

• As a result, rules of engagement (ROE) were applied that had a significant impact on the length of the decision process and drove the time length of the decision segment far more than any other element (like weapon accuracy) in this part of the cycle.

• The less precise the guidance provided to the warfighter or the more restrictive the ROE, the longer it takes to complete the decision segment of the cycle. One possible reason for this is that technical components of the FFTTAA steps in the cycle have received primary attention and resources over the last ten years and are more optimized from the standpoint of putting ordinance on target.
• Today’s technology, systems, and procedures do not do as well when it comes to acquiring and disseminating the types of information the person in the loop needs to determine if the rules of engagement permit attacking the target.
Time Sensitivity and Targeting Issues with GPS Guided Weapons

• The fighting in Afghanistan was unique in that after its initial stages a majority of Navy aircraft began their missions either without specific targets or had their designated targets changed while in flight.

• The Navy estimates that roughly 80% of the total number of Navy-led air strikes were against time-critical targets identified during a mission. This was, in part, because of the significant time lag that resulted from having aircraft based far from the battlefield.

• In many cases, mission briefings occurred up to nine hours before aircraft actually arrived on scene. During this time period, targets and the overall layout of the battlefield often changed.

• This led to a situation in which the number of in-flight aircraft sometimes outnumbered the number of identified targets.

• While there is evidence to suggest that technological improvements have enabled the military to become more adept at handling a free-flowing targeting environment, some analysts argue that the military must work to improve its time-critical strike capabilities.149

• In order to successfully execute a time-critical strike, an aircraft must be equipped with the necessary munitions.

• JDAM and other satellite-guided munitions, for instance, require more targeting time than a laser-guided munition.

• This is in part because a pilot must obtain specific GPS coordinates, check their accuracy, and then input them into a computer before launching a satellite-guided bomb.
Time Sensitivity and Targeting Issues with Laser Illuminated Weapons

- Successfully utilizing laser-guided munitions, however, requires that pilots be able to spot and maintain a lock on a target from their aircraft.

- In many cases, the fighter aircraft on these missions were not equipped with adequate forward-looking infrared sensors (FLIR), making it difficult for pilots to complete this task.

- When pilots and their wingmen are given targets while they are in mid-flight, they do not have the opportunity to study maps of the target areas, therefore, the need for quality sensors is especially critical to the success of a time-critical strike.

- But even with accurate sensors and information from AWACS and other surveillance aircraft, pilots indicate that they worry whether they are in fact striking legitimate targets.

- Lack of availability of FLIR systems contributes to training problems as well, with many officials expressing concern that the constant rotation of FLIR equipment from carrier to carrier leads to shortcomings in training opportunities.

- Advances have been made in FLIR technology, and the new AT-FLIR is supposed to provide pilots with improved pictures of targets.

- Additional enhancement could be made to combat aircraft by providing them with a direct connection to UAVs, thereby providing pilots with the same real-time video of the target zone that commanders on the ground have.

- Combined with improvements in communications, modifications are necessary to increase accuracy in time-critical strike situations.
Mission Effectiveness versus Mission Intensity: The Duel Between Offense and Defense Continues

- “Closing the loop” in near real time intelligence, targeting, precision strike, assessment and re-strike operations, may significantly improve mission effectiveness in ways that reduce the need for sheer force numbers and mission intensity. Not only did airpower substitute in many ways for heavy ground forces, armor, and artillery, precision air power and far better targeting almost certainly substituted for air power numbers. This indicates that deploying even more effective real-time intelligence, targeting, and damage assessment systems can either make a given force steadily more effective in battle, or allow a reduction in force numbers and mission intensity.\[51\]

- There are potential countermeasures to such advances, and ones that are all too familiar to most military forces in the Middle East. They include:
  
  - A shift to more distributed forms of warfare, where terrorists and other opponents seek to present smaller and smaller targets.
  - Hide or shield operations by more and more use of collocation with civilians.
  - The constant relocation of operations makes it harder to target by function. Under such conditions, no advances in technical platforms will be able to compensate for a lack of reliable human intelligence and/or enhanced presence on the ground.
  - Disperse assets before or during a conflict without any normal indicators of combat operations -- just as Iraq dispersed chemical weapons near unmanned air facilities during the Gulf War.
  - Deploying distributed mixes of highly advance surface-to-air missiles, like the SA-10 or SA-11, shorter-range systems, sensors, and command and control links, to deny effective long-range air strike capabilities.
  - Creating retaliatory forces with weapons of mass destruction that can be launched on warning or when under attack.

- At the same time, there are limits to the adaptations that enemy forces can make in response to such US capabilities. Large masses of armor, artillery, and combat air assets can scarcely be distributed. Indeed, moving them may simply make them targets. Distributed forces are weaker forces, and hiding among civilians is a two edged sword that may alienate those you hide among. Buying very expensive and highly sophisticated air defense systems can also be countered with new targeting and strike technologies. Relying on CBRN weapons as a deterrent is only credible if they cannot be a target, and if it is clear that they will be used.
Intelligence and Strategic Reconnaissance (ISR), and C4I/BM:

Bandwidth, Technology, and Hardware Issues
ISR: Communications, Bandwidth, and Satellite Capacity

Lessons

- Soldiers could not rely on line-of-sight communications equipment and had to turn to more expensive and less available military and commercial satellite communications.

- At the same time, this battle and other experiences in Afghanistan showed that critical aspects of the US national security communications system – such as the Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS), Milstar, UHF follow-ons, NRO relays, and the NASA TDRSS spacecraft -- are still “stovepiped and lack proper integration. This seems to be true of the designs for the new Advanced EHF and Wideband Gapfiller programs.¹⁵²

- This has led to a coordinated effort under the National Security Space Architecture Office by seven teams from each of the key agencies, including the NRO and NSA. Improving this aspect of force transformation has been given high priority and new programs could start being funded in 2003.

- The program will be evolutionary and emphasize field use and access across a wide range of channels, as well as the integration of the transmission of secure data from NASA, NRO, NSA, and the Defense Department. At present, US forces often have to use two to four different terminals to talk to two to four different satellites in a situation in which a single laptop could do the same job.

- Also, key new technologies like Lasercom are also just coming into service and there are no UAV links to the DSCS and Milstar systems. Milstar II is coming into service and will ease some problems, but will scarcely be a substitute for an integrated systems architecture. Current systems are also particularly weak in rapidly transmitting encrypted imagery.¹⁵³

- The situation was made worse by a much broader problem in satellite bandwidth capacity. The US military had anticipated a far faster growth in commercial satellite capacity than that which ended up taking place (some 275 satellite launches actually occurred instead of the 675 the military had planned on).

- As a result, the Afghan conflict became the first practical case where a lack of bandwidth began to inhibit US communications and ISR capabilities. The US military calculates a future need for a total of some sixteen gigabits per second in a major theater war by 2010 – some 208,000 simultaneous phone calls. Actual military capacity could be little more than half that, thus resulting in much higher reliance on commercial communications satellite capacity that may not be available.¹⁵⁴
ISR: The New Family of US Assets

- Major improvements in US combat performance over that in past wars - improvements made possible by a number of factors, including added reliance on precision-guided weapons and the new abilities of US forces to draw on greatly enhanced ISR capabilities.

- The US was able to link its air and ground forces to power ISR assets. It could provide real-time imagery (PHOTINT) and electronic intelligence (ELINT) data on the movements of enemy and friendly forces.

- It could cover and characterize fixed targets and cover and target mobile enemy forces with high precision in real time even as they were engaged by Afghan ground forces, from imagery satellites, U-2s, E-8 JSTARS, RC-135 Rivet Joints, E-3A AWACS, E-2s, P-3s, and UAVs, like the Global Hawk and Predator. Signals intelligence (SIGINT) also played a role, however, it was not automated in a form that allowed the same degree of instant reporting and communication.

- Advances in US sensors, moving target radars, and synthetic aperture radars also reduced problems associated with weather and cloud cover.

- The US had the technical capability to communicate this data, which included targeting data for US bombers and strike fighters, special operations soldiers and other ground troops, and sea-launched cruise missile platforms. This allowed aircraft like the F-16, F-15, AC-130, F-18, B-1, and B-52 to not only operate with near-real time intelligence, but to retarget in flight and in some cases re-strike after damage assessment from forces on the ground.

- At the same time, a family of new, light ground systems like the Joint Tactical Terminal used by US Special Forces and other ground forces, the components of the Integrated Broadcast Service, new laser illuminators, GPS systems, and satellite uplinks transformed tactical ISR operations in the field.
ISR: Upgrades and Older Platforms

- The US and Britain have drawn the lesson from Afghanistan that permissive air environments, new sensor and targeting systems, and long-range precision strike systems allow older, long-range slow fliers, like the P-3 and British Nimrod, to be armed and used as delivery platforms, and could even allow tankers and transport aircraft to be reconfigured for use in strike roles.

- Older aircraft can also be modified to assist in ISR activities, as has been evidenced by the US Navy’s use of P-3 Orion maritime patrol aircraft in support of Special Operations Forces on the ground in Afghanistan.

- The P-3, for example, was designed for maritime surveillance and anti-submarine warfare missions, but was used as a land-based observation plane by the SEALs. The P-3 possessed data links to the Predator and E-8 and provided real-time reconnaissance during Operation Anaconda and the fighting in the Shah-i-Kot Valley.\(^{158}\)

- Taking advantage of the upgrades in communications, radar, and sensor capabilities made to aircraft as part of the P-3 Anti-Surface Warfare Improvement Program (AIP), the Navy used P-3s to gather ISR information, which was then transmitted directly to the Special Operations Forces on the ground. Not only could SEAL teams download information from the P-3, but they could also upload target information and coordinates to the P-3, which in turn would transmit the information to strike aircraft.\(^{159}\)

- The USAF modified existing aircraft to enhance ISR by placing communications pallets onboard KC-135 tanker aircraft. These modified aircraft communicated with the CAOC in Saudi Arabia and relayed battlefield information to F-15 aircraft.

- According to Air Force Secretary, Dr. James G. Roche, the “smart tanker” worked incredibly well; consequently, the USAF plans on modifying 40 of its current KC-135s so that they can enhance battlefield communications further.\(^{160}\)
ISR: The Strengths and Weaknesses of Other Platforms

- Little detail is available on the strengths and weaknesses of the Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS), JSTARS, U-2, Rivet Joint, P-3, satellite, and other sensor platforms that ultimately did most of the work.

- It is clear from the FY2003 defense budget submission, however, that funds are being provided to improve virtually every system and that serious attention is being given to adding sensors to aircraft like tankers, and adding more sophisticated mixes of sensors to existing aircraft.

- The idea of having a single platform that could perform the functions of the AWACS and JSTARS is also being explored.

- Similarly, at least some of the data links used to provide real time retargeting data to aircraft were still relatively crude and had poor ergonomics and avionics. Additionally, air munitions were not fully optimized to use such data.
ISR: The Problem of Asset Density

• Afghanistan may have been a small war, but it consumed a very large number percentage of total US ISR assets.

• The US had to have at least four photo reconnaissance-class satellites and two radar-imaging satellites in operation, however, experts estimate that Afghanistan and the surrounding area can be photographed roughly every two hours.161

• CIA director George Tenet instructed the military and intelligence community to rely on high-resolution imagery from private satellite networks to complete more basic tasks, such as assembling aerial maps of Afghanistan.162

• The campaign in Afghanistan has been the first time ever in which private satellite data was relied on by the US military. This move preserves the use of the limited but more sophisticated and higher resolution government satellites for specific tasks, such as determining precise military targets and assessing the damage from a US or coalition strike against a target.162

• There were equal limitations in ISR resources at the tactical level. The number of Special Forces teams that could be deployed to provide on-the-ground intelligence and targeting designation was very limited, and probably only a fraction of the number that will be found useful in the future.163

• Many of the on-the-ground data links, targeting systems, and communications systems provided to special operations forces and rear area intelligence/targeting analysts lacked the desired range and reliability and can still be greatly improved.164

• Other such improvements include the provision of lighter and longer-range laser designators and light all-terrain vehicles and trucks that offer higher mobility and less detectability than systems like the High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV).165
ISR: Other Advances in Tactics and Technology –Part One

- Pursue a broad goal of tightening the delay between real-time intelligence gathering and targeting at the shooter platform to no more than 10 minutes.

- Develop, as part of the FCS, a high-speed data network, integrated both vertically and horizontally, which is difficult to detect and intercept and which will provide secure command, control, and communications.  

- Improve relevant central planning and data transfer facilities, like the American Joint Analysis Center at RAF Molesworth in Cambridgeshire, England, and ensure that the US does not become over-dependent on regional facilities, like the Combined Air Operations Center (CAOC) in Saudi Arabia.

- Decrease, over the next ten to twenty years, by 90%, the total manpower needed to run air operations centers, such as the CAOC in Saudi Arabia. While in Desert Storm approximately 2,000 personnel were required to handle air operations, during the conflict in Afghanistan roughly 1,500 personnel have coordinated operations. Air Force Chief of Staff General John Jumper would like to see that number decrease as advanced technology systems, offering significantly improved ISR capabilities, replace human operators. The eventual goal is to make AOCs smaller and more portable, possibly integrating them with Naval assets. This will allow for greater flexibility in conducting air operations in remote locations and decrease US dependence on other nations who must agree to host and allow the US to conduct operations from AOCs located within their borders.

- The first series of technology upgrades, Block 10, has been introduced at Prince Sultan Air Base in Saudi Arabia, and includes new networking capabilities for ISR. As a result of the conflict in Afghanistan, the USAF is examining accelerating the introduction of Block 20 technologies that will bring increased the automation of ISR capabilities, but may temporarily lead to increased personnel levels while new systems are linked. Additionally, efforts are being made to finalize a vision of Block 30 improvements, that will allow reductions in personnel levels at AOCs, while providing commanders a “knowledge wall” of battlefield data, including the location of friendly and enemy forces, weapons systems, and mobile targets. Along with the introduction of new systems, however, the USAF must constantly reevaluate its manpower requirements, as well as its AOC personnel training programs, which will need to address technology advances to allow for the most effective training of AOC personnel.

- Accelerate the development of systems to detect and characterize biological and chemical weapons and attacks. One particularly promising area for targeting and Middle Eastern operations is the use of unattended ground sensors to provide capabilities that can monitor and characterize activity in various complexes and buildings, and possibly in underground facilities.
ISR: Other Advances in Tactics and Technology –Part Two

- Upgrade the communications, display, and munitions systems on B-52 and other US bombers, and US strike fighters, to improve the ability to retarget in mid-flight, and retarget and re-strike during the same mission.

- Improve some relevant subsystems on the RC-135V Rivet Joint signals intelligence aircraft, and U-2.¹⁷⁰

- Improve the J-8 JSTARS targeting software.¹⁷¹

- Develop advanced targeting pods for existing aircraft, and built-in systems for the Joint Strike Fighter, with third generation forward-looking radar sensors and charge-coupled imagers capable of identifying individual weapons at a distance.

- Increase dissemination of electronic and intermediate range (IR) intelligence systems, and other surveillance platforms on various existing airborne platforms such as tankers.

- Deploy a dedicated Multi-Sensor Command and Control (MC2A) aircraft by 2009 to support advanced closed loop missions, including ones by stealth aircraft, like the F-22 and B-2A, by 2009.¹⁷²

- Improve three-dimensional mapping and imagery to improve the accuracy of GPS guided weapons and determine the proper angle of attack.¹⁷³

- Revise the defense communications satellite and MILSTAR problem to handle far great communications densities, integrate information systems, and standardize on one set of terminals and downlink communication systems with different echelons of access and security.¹⁷⁴ Add lasercom data, and increase support to small scattered US and allied ground units for secure communications, imagery, and targeting data.

- Improve the integration and user friendliness of NRO and NSA data and systems used to support operations, targeting and ISR.¹⁷⁵
ISR: “Friendly Fire”

- While the media has focused largely on collateral damage, putting an end to tragic friendly fire incidents like the US air strike that killed four Canadian soldiers in May 2002 are also very important.\[176\]

- The incident mentioned above was due more to pilot error and command decisions than any fault in the ISR system. An F-16 pilot misinterpreted a night firing exercise and, believing he was being attacked (even though his altitude was 28,000 feet), dropped a laser-guided 500-pound GBU-12 bomb on the Canadian troops who were conducting that exercise.\[177\]

- A more integrated ISR system might have told him that he was flying over friendly forces. Similarly, an earlier incident in December 2001, when a B-52 dropped a 2,000 pound JDAM that killed three US soldiers and wounded twenty others might have been avoided.\[178\]

- There were also many ambiguous cases involving Afghan civilians who may or may not have been taking part in hostile action or may have been near or mixed with persons who were.

- The July 1, 2002 incident in which 40 afghans attending a wedding party died when an AC-130 fired in response to what it said was hostile fire, but where no confirming evidence was readily available when an after action ground investigation took place, is only one of the many cases where there was not clear dividing line between the problem of “friendly fire” and collateral damage.\[179\]

- It is not clear that minimizing friendly fire has, as yet, been given the proper priority in US ISR designs and procedures. Certainly, technology may be approaching the point at which the US may be able to create some form of personal identification of friend or foe (IFF) system might be both affordable and technologically feasible.
Conflict Termination, Nation Building, Grand Strategy, and the Aftermath of Military Victory
Conflict Termination and Non-Existential Threats

- It has become clear that it may be much harder to win the peace than the actual war, particularly in terms of Afghan nation building and in ensuring that some Taliban-like movement does not arise in the future.

- There already have been an attempted assassination of President Karzai, the successful assassination of Afghan Vice President and Minister for Public Works Haji Abdul Qadir, serious clashes between warlords, the murder or assassination of Afghan tourism minister Abdul Rahman, and cases where Afghan factions have tried to use the US and British militaries to achieve their own tactical and political ends.

- Neighboring powers, like Iran and Pakistan, are starting again to play the “Afghan Great Game,” and any effort to create even a federal or cantonal Afghan state faces major political, ethnic, and economic challenges.

- As the Gulf War, Lebanon, Somalia, Kosovo, and Bosnia have shown, even the most impressive tactical or strategic military victory can lose much or all of its meaning if it is followed by a diplomatic and political power vacuum or failure to achieve grand strategic goals.\[180\]

- It unclear at this point how the US will come to grips with this aspect of the war, if at all. It is clear that the Department of Defense does not want to keep US forces engaged or provide massive support to an allied peacemaking force. The preferred goal seems to be to try to create an Afghan national army and police force. On this front, however, the US faces numerous challenges.

- The fact remains that grand strategy always requires more than military victory and any commander or policymaker who cannot recognize this fact indulges in strategic infantilism at the cost of becoming a strategic jackass.

- Conflict termination cannot always end in successful nation building. Transforming cultures, political systems, and economies is far harder than most advocates of nation building would like to admit, and is often impossible or too costly to attempt. Nevertheless, victory is only victory when the use of force is tied to a satisfactory political and economic outcome and a satisfactory level of post-conflict stability.\[181\]

- It is becoming clear that for that to occur the United States will need to become more involved in what some refer to as “nation building.”

- It should also be stressed that even if the Afghan problem were solved, it would still not be a grand strategic victory. If the US must mix force with diplomacy and allied support in some 68 countries, it must have a broader definition of victory and be able to both communicate that definition and progress towards meeting it. As of this writing, US efforts at this are episodic at best, and the overall grand strategy and conflict
termination aspects of the US battle against Al Qaeda are as unclear as its goals regarding the defeat of “global terrorism.”
Winning Battles Merely Defeats the Enemy: The Challenge of Grand Strategy

- The US government and Defense Department seem to have been only marginally more concerned with planning for conflict termination and grand strategic outcomes in Afghanistan, than they were during the Gulf War and the war in Kosovo.

- This failure to give conflict termination the same priority as military operations, and grand strategy the same priority as strategy, is particularly striking because many senior officials in the present Bush Administration have been so deeply involved in trying to come to grips with the end result of a similar failure in the Gulf War and the survival of Saddam Hussein.

- There is a similar irony in the fact that their legitimate criticism of the vacuous moral posturing of the Clinton Administration and the s optimism and false promises surrounding the Dayton Accords and conflict aftermath in Kosovo has tended to be replaced by an equally vacuous effort to avoid being deeply involved in the aftermath of Afghanistan.

- Afghanistan is yet another warning that American war planners must plan for true victory, and not simply the defeat of enemy military forces.

- The time – if it ever existed -- in which military planners could only plan for war is long over. In fact, it seems fair to say that war plans that do not include peace plans have always been signs of gross military incompetence. The fact that most post-conflict peace involves some form of prolonged occupation, peace keeping, and nation building may be unpopular, but that does not change the fact that military action cannot have satisfactorily positive lasting benefits unless the military (and their political leaders) are willing to pay the necessary price.

- In war, more than any other human activity, no one should begin what they are not prepared to finish, and few modern wars will have outcomes where desirable governments, economies, societies, and patterns of alliance magically occur simply because the fighting ends.

- The officer who cannot adjust to this reality is unfit to wear his or her uniform. The political leader unwilling to face this reality is, at best, a recipe for military futility and, at worst, a recipe for disaster.
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